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Abstract

TLS 1.3, the newest version of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, provides
stronger authentication and confidentiality guarantees than prior TLS version. Despite
additional encryption of handshake messages, some parts of the TLS 1.3 handshake, in-
cluding the ClientHello, are still in the clear. For example, the protocol reveals the
identity of the target server to network attackers, allowing the passive surveillance and
active censorship of TLS connections. A recent privacy extension called Encrypted Client
Hello (ECH, previously called ESNI) addresses this problem and offers more comprehen-
sive handshake encryption and privacy for TLS 1.3. Surprisingly however, although the
security of the TLS 1.3 handshake has been comprehensively analyzed in a variety of
formal models, the privacy guarantees of handshake encryption have never been formally
studied. This gap has resulted in several mis-steps: several of the initial designs for ECH
were found to be vulnerable to passive and active network attacks.

In this paper, we present the first mechanized formal analysis of privacy properties for
the TLS 1.3 handshake. We study all standard modes of TLS 1.3, with and without ECH,
using the symbolic protocol analyzer ProVerif. We discuss attacks on ECH, some found
during the course of this study, and show how they are accounted for in the latest ver-
sion. Our analysis has helped guide the standardization process for ECH and we provide
concrete privacy recommendations for TLS implementors. We also contribute the most
comprehensive model of TLS 1.3 to date, which can be used by designers experimenting
with new extensions to the protocol. Ours is one of the largest privacy proofs attempted
in ProVerif and our modeling strategies may be of general interest to protocol analysts.

1 Introduction

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is a widely-deployed Internet standard for estab-
lishing secure channels across untrusted networks. Notably, it is used for HTTPS connections
between web browsers and servers. A typical deployment scenario is depicted in Figure 1: a
web browser A connects to a website S1 across the Internet. In practice, S1 is often run by a
hosting service or content-delivery network that provides a shared client-facing server (F ) for
multiple websites. The goal of TLS is to provide a secure channel between A and S1, which is
often instantiated as a secure channel between A and F operating on behalf of S1, even if the
attacker fully controls the network, other clients like B, and other servers like S2. I rewrote
this bit – please review
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Figure 1: Example TLS 1.3 Deployment Scenario: two TLS clients A and B (e.g. web
browsers) connect via a public network to TLS servers S1 and S2 (e.g. websites) that are both
hosted by the same client-facing server F (e.g. a content delivery network).

In 2018, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardized TLS 1.3 [Res18], which
improves upon the previous version (TLS 1.2) in several significant ways. In terms of efficiency,
TLS 1.3 reduces the latency of connection setup (called the handshake) from two round-
trips to one round-trip before the client can start sending application data. In terms of
security, the protocol provides forward secrecy as default, deprecates obsolete cryptographic
constructions [BL16b,BL16a,VP15,MDK14,AP13], and improves transcript authentication to
prevent downgrade and key synchronization attacks [ASS+16,BDF+14,ABD+15,BBDL+15].

Perhaps most remarkably, TLS 1.3 was designed in collaboration with the academic re-
search community with the explicit goal of having formal security proofs for the protocol
before standardization. Consequently, a series of publications have analyzed the security of
TLS 1.3 using a variety of proof techniques and formal definitions. A real-world protocol stan-
dard like TLS supports dozens of protocol flows depending on how the client and server are
configured and analyzing all these flows by hand can be tedious. As a result, pen-and-paper
cryptographic proofs tend to focus on a small subset of features supported by the proto-
col [DFGS15,KW16,LXZ+16,BBF+16,BFG19,FG17,KMO+15]. More comprehensive analy-
ses of TLS 1.3 rely on semi-automated verification tools like Tamarin [CHSvdM16,CHH+17],
ProVerif [BBK17], CryptoVerif [BBK17], and F* [DFK+17]. All of these works focus on
the three primary secure channel goals of TLS; no prior work, with the notable exception
of [ABF+19], studies the privacy guarantees of TLS 1.3.

Privacy Goals for TLS. Many secure channel protocols seek to protect the identity of one
or both participants from passive or active network adversaries. The SIGMA family of key
exchange protocols [Kra03], which influenced both IKEv2 [KHN+14] and TLS, includes two
identity hiding variants. The more modern Noise protocol framework offers dozens of protocols
with multiple levels of identity hiding [Per18], one of which is used in WireGuard [Don17].

In the TLS scenario of Figure 1, we can informally state two privacy goals:

• Client identity privacy : the attacker cannot distinguish between a connection from A to
S1 and one from B to S1;

• Server identity privacy : the attacker cannot distinguish between a connection from A
to S1 and one from A to S2.

In addition to identities, we may also be interested in protecting other handshake metadata
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and sensitive protocol extensions. We can then ask whether these privacy guarantees hold for
arbitrary sequences of connections between honest participants, in the presence of passive or
active network adversaries.

Before TLS 1.2, the identities of the client and server were sent in the clear and hence all
these privacy goals were trivially false. However, in TLS 1.3, most of the handshake messages,
including those containing client and server certificates, are encrypted, in order to provide
better privacy guarantees against pervasive surveillance [BSJ+15].

Despite this improvement, TLS 1.3 still leaks the server identity in plaintext. In the TLS
scenario of Figure 1, clients indicate which service Si they wish to open a channel with in
their first message to the client-facing server, and this message – the ClientHello – is sent
in the clear. In particular, the ClientHello contains the name of the server (Si) in the clear,
and this name is used to allow the client-facing server (F ) to route the connection to the right
server. Even though clients are usually unauthenticated, client identity privacy can be subtle,
since a network adversary may be able to correlate different connections made by the same
client to the same server, if these connections use the same pre-shared key.

To improve the privacy of TLS 1.3, the IETF TLS working group is working on stan-
dardizing a new protocol extension called Encrypted Client Hello (ECH) [ROSW21], which
was previously called Encrypted Server Name Indication (ESNI). The key idea of ECH is to
encrypt parts of the first handshake message (the ClientHello) in order to protect the server
name, pre-shared key, and other handshake metadata.

Formal Privacy for TLS+ECH. One of the main goals of ECH is to provide server identity
privacy against active network attackers. However many early designs for ECH proved to be
vulnerable to subtle attacks, some of which we shall detail later in this report. The TLS
working group invited researchers to formally analyze the ECH design before standardization
and this work is the first to provide such an analysis.

ECH is the first major extension to TLS 1.3 since it was standardized. It introduces
new cryptographic constructions to the handshake and subtly changes the meaning of the
handshake transcript. Given that TLS 1.3 has seen such extensive security analysis, it is a
valid concern that the changes introduced by ECH may break the security guarantees of TLS
1.3.

To safely extend TLS 1.3 with ECH, we propose a three-step analysis methodology, which
we believe should be followed by all future security extensions for TLS 1.3:

1. Security Preservation: Prove that the extended protocol preserves the authentication,
confidentiality, and integrity properties that have been previously proved for TLS 1.3;

2. Stronger Guarantees: Define new security goals for TLS, and prove that vanilla TLS
1.3 does not satisfy these goals while the extended protocol does;

3. Downgrade Resistance: Prove that an active network attacker cannot downgrade the
extended protocol to vanilla TLS 1.3, hence removing the extended guarantees.

Furthermore, we advocate that each of these analyses should be applied to a model of TLS 1.3
that covers as many of its optional modes as possible, to ensure that we do not miss attacks
lurking in less-understood corners of the protocol.

Contributions. We begin with the ProVerif model of TLS 1.3 in [BBK17] and make it
more precise and more comprehensive: we carefully model all the configuration options and
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resulting protocol branches, we add support for HelloRetryRequest and post-handshake au-
thentication, and we define stronger confidentiality and integrity goals. We believe that the
result of these extensions is the most comprehensive formal model of TLS 1.3 to date, which
may be of independent interest to protocol designers and analysts. We prove, using ProVerif,
that this model satisfies the classic secure channel goals of TLS 1.3. We note that ProVerif is
a symbolic prover based on the Dolev-Yao model [DY06], so proofs in ProVerif are not directly
comparable with cryptographic pen-and-paper proofs.

Next, we formally define a series of privacy goals for TLS 1.3, including client identity
privacy (for the certificate-based client authentication mode), client unlinkability (for the pre-
shared key resumption mode), server identity privacy, and metadata privacy for additional
extensions sent by the client and server. We prove that vanilla TLS 1.3 satisfies some of these
properties. Our formulation of privacy for TLS 1.3 is novel, and our proofs are machine-
checked with ProVerif. The main prior work in this space is [ABF+19], which presents a
pen-and-paper proof of client identity privacy for two protocol flows of TLS 1.3. Our results
are for more privacy properties and more protocol flows, albeit using an abstract model of
cryptography.

Finally, we extend our model with ECH and prove that TLS 1.3 with ECH preserves the
security properties of TLS 1.3, that it achieves the privacy goals, and that it protects against
downgrades to TLS 1.3. We also show that previous draft versions of ECH did not satisfy the
privacy goals and demonstrate attacks on these versions.

Our analysis provides concrete feedback for the TLS ECH proposal for the TLS working
group and our results have already influenced the standardization of ECH. We also provide
guidelines for implementors on how to implement TLS 1.3 and ECH safely.

Our proofs of privacy are (to our knowledge) the largest automated privacy proofs for any
protocol in the literature, and at the cutting edge of what is achievable by modern verification
tools. Our modeling strategies and verification tricks are of independent interest for future
privacy analyses for cryptographic protocols.

2 Transport Layer Security Background

TLS 1.3 is specified in IETF RFC 8446 [Res18] as a two-party secure channel protocol between
a client and a server. It composes three sub-protocols: the handshake sub-protocol performs
an authenticated key exchange (AKE) to establish a fresh symmetric key, the record protocol
uses this key for authenticated encryption of application data (and handshake messages), and
the alert sub-protocol is used to indicate connection closure and fatal errors.

Figure 2 shows an example flow of messages in a TLS 1.3 connection. For now, we ignore
the parts in red, which will be used to explain the ECH extension in later sections. Many
of the details of TLS 1.3 have been extensively covered and analyzed in prior work. Here,
we focus on the features that are most relevant for the privacy modeling and analysis in this
report.

We begin by looking at the minimal messages needed to establish a connection, and then
describe optional features and configuration options available at the client and server.

Server Authenticated (EC)DHE Handshake with 1-RTT Data. When a TLS 1.3
client (C) connects to a server (S) for the first time, it typically runs a Diffie-Hellman key
exchange (using an elliptic curve) where the server is authenticated with an X.509 public key
certificate and the client is unauthenticated.
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Client (C) Server (S, S′, F )

Long-term Keys: (skC , pkC), pskC,S Long-term Keys: (skS , pkS), (sk
′
S , pk

′
S), (dkF , ekF )

Supports protocol parameters:
([TLS1.3+ECH, TLS1.3, . . .], DHE[G0, G1],H(), enc(), . . .)

Supports protocol parameters:
([TLS1.3+ECH, TLS1.3], DHE[G1],H(), enc())

Generates (x, gx), (xi, g
xi) in G0 and computes:

C, ctx = hpkeSetupS(ekF )
ech, ctx ′ = hpkeSeal(ctx , ClientHello(cr i, S, [(G0, g

xi), G1]))

tx 0 tx 0
ClientHello(cr , F , [(G0, g

x), G1], (C, ech))

Computes: ctx = hpkeSetupR(C, skF ) and decrypts
ClientHello(cr i, S, [(G0, g

xi), G1]), ctx
′ = hpkeOpen(ctx , ech)

tx 1 tx 1

HelloRetryRequest(G1, accept
cr i
hrr (tx 1))

Generates (x′, gx
′
), (x′i, g

x′
i) in G1

Computes: es = kdf0 and encrypts
ech ′, ctx ′′ = hpkeSeal(ctx ′, ClientHello(cr ′i, S, [(G1, g

x′
i)]))

tx 2 tx 2
ClientHello(cr ′, F, [(G1, g

x′
)], ech ′)

Decrypts ClientHello(cr ′i, S, [(G1, g
x′
i)]), ctx ′′ = hpkeOpen(ctx ′, ech ′)

Generates: (y, gy) in G1, and computes: es = kdf0

tx 3 tx 3
ServerHello(sr , G1, g

y, accept
cr ′i
sh (tx 3))

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

x′
iy)

ms, kh,c, kh,s, km,c, km,s = kdfms(hs, tx 3)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

x′
iy)

ms, kh,c, kh,s, km,c, km,s = kdfms(hs, tx 3)

tx 4 tx 4
enckh,s(Extensions(. . .), CertRequest(. . .), Certificate(S, pkS))

tx 5 tx 5
enckh,s(CertVerify(signskS (H(tx 4))))

tx 6 tx 6
enckh,s(Finished(mackm,s(tx 5)))

Computes:
kc, ks, ems = kdfk(ms, tx 6)

Computes:
kc, ks, ems = kdfk(ms, tx 6)

tx 7 tx 7
enckh,c(Certificate(C, pkC))

tx 8 tx 8
enckh,c(CertVerify(signskC (H(tx 7))))

tx 9 tx 9
enckh,c(Finished(mackm,c(tx 8)))

Computes:
psk ′ = kdfpsk (ms, tx 9)

Computes:
psk ′ = kdfpsk (ms, tx 9)

encks(SessionTicket(idpsk ′
))

enckc(Data(m1))

encks(Data(m2))
· · ·

enckc(Alert(close_notify))

encks(Alert(close_notify))

Figure 2: TLS 1.3 Protocol Flow for (EC)DHE Handshake with Encrypted Client Hello (ECH)
and 1-RTT Data.
This protocol flow uses a Diffie-Hellman key exchange with certificate-based server authen-
tication. It also shows HelloRetryRequest-based group negotiation and certificate-based
client authentication. Other optional features like version and ciphersuite negotiation, post-
handshake client authentication and PSK-based mutual authentication are not depicted.
Message components in red are introduced by the ECH extension: ClientHello messages
now have an inner ClientHello encrypted with the HPKE public-key pkF of the front-end
server (F ). If the server accepts ECH, then the inner ClientHello is used in the transcripts
(tx 0, tx 2, . . .), and the inner key-share (gx′

i) is used for Diffie-Hellman. Otherwise, the con-
nection falls back to standard TLS 1.3 and the outer ClientHello and its key-share (gx′) are
used.
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In this flow, the client first sends a ClientHello message containing a nonce (cr) and
Diffie-Hellman key share (gx) in some group (G0). The server responds with a ServerHello
containing its own nonce (sr) and key share (gy). The client and server both compute the
Diffie-Hellman shared secret (gxy) and use it to derive a pair of handshake encryption keys
(kh,c, kh,s) and a pair of MAC keys (km,c, km,s). This is kind of misleading as the endpoints
must wait for more transcript before deriving the MAC keys – do we need that level of detail?

The server then sends a sequence of four handshake messages (encrypted using kh,s):
Extensions contains additional server parameters, Certificate contains the server’s public-
key certificate (for pkS), CertVerify contains a signature over the handshake transcript so
far using the server’s private key (skS), and Finished contains a MAC (using km,s) over the
handshake transcript up to CertVerify. Here, The Certificate and CertVerify messages
serve to authenticate the server, while Finished provides key and transcript confirmation,
following the classic Sign-and-MAC protocol design pattern from SIGMA [Kra03].

The client responds by sending its own Finished message (encrypted using kh,c) containing
a MAC (using km,c) over the handshake transcript so far (up to server Finished).

At this point, both client and server derive a master secret (ms) and data encryption
keys (kc, ks), and then switch over to these data encryption keys to exchange a stream of
encrypted application data messages (m1,m2, . . .) in both directions. Application data sent
after Finished is typically called 1-RTT Data since it is sent after one set of handshake
messages has been sent in each direction. When the data exchange is complete, the client and
server send close_notify alerts to close the connection.

Cryptographic computations for the various key derivations and MACs in the TLS 1.3
handshake are detailed in Figure 3.

Negotiating Connection Parameters. The basic handshake described above assumes that
the client and server already agree on the TLS protocol version, Diffie-Hellman group, and
the cryptographic algorithms they will use for signing, MAC, encryption, etc. In practice, the
client and server negotiate the values of these parameters in the beginning of the handshake.

If the client supports multiple protocol versions (e.g. TLS 1.3 and TLS 1.2), it lists these
versions in the ClientHello and the server chooses the version it prefers (typically the highest
version it supports). Similarly, the ClientHello lists the signature algorithms, Diffie-Hellman
groups, encryption algorithms, and hash algorithms that the client supports, and the server
chooses the combination it prefers and indicates it in the ServerHello.

If the server chooses a Diffie-Hellman group (G1) that the client supports but for which the
client has not provided a key share in the ClientHello, the server sends back an HelloRetryRequest
message indicating the chosen group (G1); the client responds with a new ClientHello con-
taining a key-share (gx′) for G1. The subsequent handshake transcript includes the full tran-
script with both ClientHello messages. Otherwise, the rest of the handshake after the initial
HelloRetryRequest exchange proceeds as normal.

Certificate-based Client Authentication. Although server authentication is far more
common, TLS 1.3 also allows clients to be authenticated using public key certificates. During
the handshake, between its Certificate and CertVerify messages, the server may send a
CertRequest message indicating that it wishes for the client to authenticate itself. If the
client agrees to this request, then in its response, it sends three messages instead of just
a Finished: Certificate contains the client’s public-key certificate (for pkC), CertVerify
contains the client’s signature over the transcript (using skC), Finished contains a MAC over
the transcript up to the client’s CertVerify (using km,c). All these messages are encrypted
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Key Derivation Functions:

hkdf-extract(k, s) = HMAC-Hk(s)

hkdf-expand-label1(s, l, h) =
HMAC-Hs(lenH()∥"TLS 1.3, "∥l∥h∥0x01)

derive-secret(s, l,m) = hkdf-expand-label1(s, l,H(m))

Non-PSK Key Schedule:

kdf0 = hkdf-extract(0lenH() , 0lenH())

kdfhs(es, e) = hkdf-extract(es, e)

kdfms(hs, tx3) = ms, kh
c , k

h
s , k

m
c , km

s where

ms = hkdf-extract(hs, 0lenH())

htsc = derive-secret(hs, htsc, tx3)

htss = derive-secret(hs, htss, tx3)

kh,c = hkdf-expand-label(htsc, key, "")
km,c = hkdf-expand-label(htsc, finished, "")
kh,s = hkdf-expand-label(htss, key, "")
km,s = hkdf-expand-label(htss, finished, "")

kdfk(ms, tx6) = kc, ks, ems where
atsc = derive-secret(ms, atsc, tx6)

atss = derive-secret(ms, atss, tx6)

ems = derive-secret(ms, ems, tx6)

kc = hkdf-expand-label(atsc, key, "")
ks = hkdf-expand-label(atss, key, "")

kdfpsk (ms, tx9) = pskC,S
′ where

pskC,S
′ = derive-secret(ms, rms, tx9)

PSK Key Schedule:
kdfes(pskC,S) = es, kb where

es = hkdf-extract(0lenH() , pskC,S)

kb = derive-secret(es, pbk, "")

kdf0RTT (es, tx1) = kc,0 where
etsc = derive-secret(es, etsc, tx1)

kc,0 = hkdf-expand-label(etsc, key, "")

MAC Computations:

binderpskC,S = HMAC-Hkb(tx ch) where
tx ch is the transcript up to current ClientHello

with all binders removed

mackm(tx ) = HMAC-Hkm(H(tx ))

acceptcrish = hkdf-expand-label(kcr , echsh , tx sh, 8) where

kcr = hkdf-extract(0lenH() , cr i)

tx sh is the transcript up to ServerHello

with the last 8 bytes of sr set to 0
acceptcrihrr = hkdf-expand-label(kcr , echhrr , tx sh, 8) where

kcr = hkdf-extract(0lenH() , cr i)

tx sh is the transcript up to HelloRetryRequest

with the payload of the ECH extension set to 0
HPKE Computations:
LabeledExtract(s, l, i) = hkdf-extract(s, "HPKE-v1"∥suite∥l∥i)
LabeledExpand(prk, l, i, L) = hkdf-expand-label(prk, l′, i) with

l′ = I2OSP(L, 2)∥"HPKE-v1"∥suite∥l

KeySchedule<R>(ss, i) = Context<R>(k, bn, 0, es) where
ph = LabeledExtract("", "psk_id_hash", "")

ih = LabeledExtract("", "info_hash", i)

ksctx = 0x00||ph||ih
s = LabeledExtract(ss, "secret", "")

k = LabeledExpand(s, "key", ksctx, Nk)

bn = LabeledExpand(s, "base_nonce", ksctx, Nn)

es = LabeledExpand(s, "exp", ksctx, lenH())

context = ContextS(k, bn, 0, es)

SetupBaseS(e, i) = C, ctxt where
s, C = Encap(e)

ctxt = KeyScheduleS(s, i)

hpkeSetupS(e) = SetupBaseS(e, "tls ech"||0x00||e)

SetupBaseR(C, x, i) = KeyScheduleR(Decap(C, x), i)

hpkeSetupR(C, x) = SetupBaseR(C, x, "tls ech"||0x00||gx)

hpkeSeal(ctx, pt) = enck(pt), ctx′ with
ctx = ContextS(k, bn, seq, es),

uses I2OSP(seq,Nn)⊕ bn as AEAD nonce
ctx′ = ContextS(k, bn, seq + 1, es)

hpkeOpen(ctx, ct) = deck(ct), ctx′ with
ctx = ContextR(k, bn, seq, es),

uses I2OSP(seq,Nn)⊕ bn as AEAD nonce
ctx′ = ContextR(k, bn, seq + 1, es)

Figure 3: TLS 1.3 Cryptographic Computations.
The standard TLS 1.3 key schedule is on the left. MAC computations are on the right. The
hash function H() used in the key schedule is typically SHA-256, which has length lenH() = 32
bytes.
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using the client’s handshake encryption key (kh,c).
In some scenarios, the server may wish to request client authentication after the hand-

shake is finished. This feature is called post-handshake authentication: the server sends a
CertRequest message in the middle of the 1-RTT application data exchange, and the client
responds with the Certificate-CertVerify-Finished message combination. These messages
are encrypted under the client’s data encryption key (kc).

Pre-Shared Keys (PSK). If a client (C) and server (S) have been configured with a pre-
shared symmetric key (pskC,S), then they can avoid public-key signature operations and in-
stead use this PSK to authenticate each other. This pre-shared key may be an external PSK
provided by the application or it may be a resumption PSK output by a prior handshake
between the client and server.

Figure 4 depicts a typical PSK-DHE handshake: the client lists the identifiers (e.g. idpskC,S )
of the PSKs (e.g. pskC,S) that it shares with the server in the ClientHello. It proves its
knowledge of each PSK by using it to compute a binder (binderpskC,S ), i.e. a MAC (us-
ing pskC,S) over the current transcript (including the current ClientHello but with binders
removed).

The server responds by choosing one of the PSKs from the ClientHello and indicates
its index in the ServerHello. The chosen PSK is mixed into the key schedule that derives
encryption and MAC keys. The server then sends an Extensions message followed directly
by Finished. The MAC in the Finished serves to authenticate the server since it could
only have been produced by someone who knows the PSK. Note that if the PSK is known to
someone other than C or S, or if C is willing to use the PSK both as a client and server, then
the authentication guarantees provided by this MAC are very weak [DG19].

The client completes the handshake with its Finished message, hence authenticated itself
by proving its knowledge of the PSK.

After the end of each handshake, whether authenticated using certificates or PSKs, the
server may send the client a SessionTicket message containing a session ticket that serves as
a PSK identifier. This message is encrypted under the application data key (ks). The client
and server then derive a fresh PSK called a resumption master secret using the master secret
(ms) and final handshake transcript and store it along with the ticket (as identifier) and other
connection meta-data in their pre-shared key database.1

In a PSK handshake, the client and server share a key from the beginning of the handshake
and so the client does not have to wait for a round-trip before sending messages. The client can
optimistically assume that the server will pick a certain PSK and start sending application
data immediately after the ClientHello message. This data is called 0-RTT Data and is
encrypted using a key derived from the PSK. If the server does not accept 0-RTT data or does
not choose the PSK, then this data is discarded.

TLS Extensions. We have described the main TLS 1.3 protocol flows and commonly-used
optional features, but the protocol itself is extensible. The ClientHello message may indicate
protocol extensions that the client supports and the server may choose some of these extensions
in the ServerHello. In fact, even standard TLS 1.3 fields, such as supported versions, key
shares, and PSK identifiers are sent as ClientHello extensions for backwards compatibility
with TLS 1.2.

1In practice, a server can avoid maintaining such a database by encrypting the PSK and its metadata using
a ticket encryption key (known only to the server) and embedding the resulting ciphertext in the session ticket.
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Client (C) Server (F, S, S′)

Long-term Keys: pskC,S Long-term Keys: (skS , pkS), (dkF , ekF ), pskC,S

Supports protocol parameters:
([TLS1.3+ECH, TLS1.3, TLS1.2, . . .],
DHE[G0, G1], PSK,H(), enc(), . . .)

Supports protocol parameters:
([TLS1.3+ECH, TLS1.3],
DHE[G1], PSK,H(), enc())

Generates (x, gx), (xi, g
xi) in G0

Computes: es, kb = kdfes(pskC,S)

Generates (x′, gx
′
), (x′i, g

x′
i) in G1

Computes: es = kdf0
extpsk = (idpskC,S , binderpskC,S (tx 0))
fakepsk is a pair of random values

C, ctx = hpkeSetupS(ekF ) and encrypts
ech, ctx ′ = hpkeSeal(ctx , ClientHello(cr i, S, [(G0, g

xi), G1], extpsk))

tx 0 tx 0

ClientHello(cr , F , [(G0, g
x), G1], (C, ech), fakepsk)

Computes: ctx = hpkeSetupR(C, skF ) and decrypts
ClientHello(cr i, S, [(G0, g

xi), G1], extpsk), ctx
′ = hpkeOpen(ctx , ech)

Generates (y, gy) in G0 and computes: es, kb = kdfes(pskC,S)

tx 1 tx 1

ServerHello(sr , G0, g
y, acceptcr ish (tx 1))

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

xiy)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, km,c, km,s = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

xiy)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, km,c, km,s = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

tx 2 tx 2
enckh,s(Extensions(. . .))

tx 3 tx 3
enckh,s(Finished(mackm,s(tx 2)))

Computes:
kc, ks, ems = kdfk(ms, tx 3)

Computes:
kc, ks, ems = kdfk(ms, tx 3)

tx 4 tx 4
enckh,c(Finished(mackm,c(tx 3)))

Computes:
pskC,S

′ = kdfpsk (ms, tx 4)
Computes:

pskC,S
′ = kdfpsk (ms, tx 4)

encks(SessionTicket(idpskC,S
′
))

enckc(Data(m1))

encks(Data(m2))
· · ·

Figure 4: Protocol Flow for TLS 1.3 PSK-(EC)DHE with Encrypted Client Hello (ECH).
This protocol instance uses an (Elliptic-Curve) Diffie-Hellman key exchange with PSK-based
mutual authentication. Message components in red are introduced by the ECH extension.

A commonly used TLS ClientHello extension on the web is Server Name Indication
(SNI), which includes the name of the server (S) to which the client wishes to connect, e.g.
website.example. This extension is particularly important in scenarios where a web hosting
service or content-delivery network hosts a number of backend servers and needs to choose
which server to direct the connection to.

By default, all extensions sent in the ClientHello (e.g SNI), HelloRetryRequest, and
ServerHello are unencrypted, but the server can encrypt some extension data in Extensions.
As we shall see, the ECH extension allows the client to encrypt elements of the ClientHello.
Without this encryption, TLS 1.3 leaks potentially sensitive information to passive attackers
during a handshake, including, though not limited to:

• Server name: The ServerNameIndiation (SNI) extension carries the name of the target
server in cleartext. Given recent and related efforts to encrypt these names during DNS
resolution, e.g., via DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) [HM18], this leak undermines the positive
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(EC)DHE + Server Auth Negotiation Client Auth Pre-Shared Keys Extensions
Method Handshake 1RTT VER CS HRR CC PHA PSK-DHE TKT PSKO 0RTT SNI ECH

Pen-and-Paper [DFGS21] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Pen-and-Paper [ABF+19] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

CryptoVerif [BBK17,Bla18] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

F* [BDLF+17,DFP+21] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Tamarin [CHSvdM16,CHH+17] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

ProVerif [BBK17] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

This work (ProVerif) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: TLS 1.3 Features Captured by Formal Analyses.
Handshake: (EC)DHE handshake; 1RTT: 1RTT Data; VER: multiple TLS versions; CS:
multiple ciphersuites; HRR: group negotiation; CC: client certificates; PHA: post-handshake
authentication; PSK-DHE: PSK-(EC)DHE handshake; TKT: session tickets; PSKO: psk-only
mode; 0RTT: 0RTT Data; SNI: server name indication; ECH: encrypted client hello

Authentication Confidentiality Privacy
Method Model SAUTH CAUTH AGR INT UNIQ DOWN SEC FS IND SEC0 CIP UNL SIP EXT

Pen-and-Paper [DFGS21] Comp. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Pen-and-Paper [ABF+19] Comp. ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

CryptoVerif [BBK17,Bla18] Comp. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

F* [BDLF+17,DFP+21] Comp. ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Tamarin [CHSvdM16,CHH+17] Symb. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ProVerif [BBK17] Symb. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

This work (ProVerif) Symb. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 2: TLS 1.3 Security Properties Covered by Formal Analyses

privacy goals of name encryption on the Internet.

• PSK identities: Resumption PSKs often carry server-provided tickets obtained from
prior connection attempts. Moreover, clients use these tickets at most once, which means
that the same PSK identity (ticket) is never sent in cleartext more than once. However,
external PSKs do not have this restriction. Applications may provision external PSKs
usable for multiple connections. Moreover, the identities of these PSKs may contain
application- or endpoint-specific information, e.g., “Alice’s PSK.”

• Supported applications: A client’s supported applications are conveyed in cleartext. In
some cases, these applications may reveal private information about a client’s intent.
For example, if a client were to send “dot” as a supported application protocol, this
would reveal to the network that the client intends to use the corresponding connection
for DNS queries.

• Cached certificate digest: RFC 7924 [ST16] defines an extension wherein clients may
send a hash of the certificate it expects from the server, thereby saving the server from
re-sending this message during the handshake. This hash digest leaks information about
the client’s previous connections, as well as the current connection.

The high-level goal of ECH is to encrypt this information that is otherwise available in
cleartext to passive attackers. Section 3 contains a detailed discussions of this goal and the
relevant threat model in which it is evaluated.
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3 TLS 1.3 Goals and Formal Analyses

In this section, we outline the main security and privacy goals of TLS 1.3 and describe various
prior analyses of the protocol.

Threat Model. The threat model considered by TLS 1.3 includes passive and active network
attackers and malicious or compromised clients and servers. We say that a client or server is
compromised if any of its private keys or pre-shared keys is known to the adversary; otherwise
we say that it is honest. The attacker can use compromised keys to impersonate a client
or server to an honest party. Furthermore, the attacker is free to use any cryptographic
construction to create and decode messages.

The security assumptions on the cryptographic constructions can be formally stated in
many different ways. In the symbolic or Dolev-Yao model [DY06], cryptographic functions
are perfect black-boxes that obey well-defined algebraic rules; protocol participants and the
attacker are modeled as non-deterministic processes that can participate in an unbounded
number of sessions but they cannot violate the algebraic rules of cryptography. In the compu-
tational or complexity-theoretic model, cryptographic constructions are probabilistic functions
over bitstrings; protocol participants and the attacker are probabilistic polynomial-time tur-
ing machines. To better understand the relationship between these two models and their
applications, see [AR00,CKW11,BBB+21]. At a high-level, computational models are more
cryptographically precise but symbolic models are easier to analyze and can scale to analyze
large protocols with many optional features. The strengths of both models are complementary.

Authentication and Integrity Goals. The TLS 1.3 standard [Res18] list several authen-
tication and integrity goals, both for application data and for the handshake protocol:

• Server Authentication (SAUTH): If a client C receives application data message m
over a TLS 1.3 connection (supposedly) with a server S, then either there must be
an honest server S that sent the message m, or else (a long-term key of) S must be
compromised.

• Client Authentication (CAUTH): If a server S receives application data m over a
client-authenticated TLS 1.3 connection (supposedly) with a client C, then either there
must be an honest client C that sent the message m, or else C must be compromised.

• Key and Transcript Agreement (AGR): If a client (or server) completes a handshake
with an honest peer, then both parties must agree on the connection keys (e.g. kc, ks)
and the handshake transcript.

• Data Stream Integrity (INT): If a client (or server) receives a sequence of messages
m0,mi, . . . over a TLS 1.3 connection, then either an honest peer must have sent the
same sequence of messages, or else the peer must be compromised.

• Key Uniqueness (UNIQ): Two different TLS 1.3 connections cannot result in the same
encryption keys.

• Downgrade Resilience (DOWN): If a client (or server) completes a handshake with
an honest peer and both parties prefer to use a certain protocol parameter over another
(e.g a version or ciphersuite or Diffie-Hellman group), then the handshake cannot end
with the less-preferred parameter.
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Note that the authentication properties (CAUTH, SAUTH) apply to both certificate-
based handshakes and PSK handshakes and prevent impersonation without compromise. In
the case of certificate-based authentication, these properties forbid key compromise imper-
sonation (KCI): even if an attacker knows (say) skC , it cannot impersonate S to C. The
transcript agreement property (AGR) provides different guarantees at the client and server:
after the client Finished, the server gets full transcript agreement, whereas the client only gets
transcript agreement up to the server Finished. Data stream integrity (INT) implies that
the attacker cannot reorder or selectively drop application data messages. Key uniqueness
(UNIQ) prevents unknown key share and key synchronization attacks [BDF+14]. Downgrade
resilience (DOWN) prevents a network attacker from fooling modern clients and servers into
using an obsolete protocol version or cryptographic construction that is supported only for
backwards compatibility.

Confidentiality. The confidentiality guarantees of TLS 1.3 can either be stated in terms of
the keys established by the handshake or the application data exchanged by the client and
server:

• Key Secrecy (SEC): If a client (or server) completes a handshake with data encryption
keys (kc, ks), then either the peer is honest and keys are unknown to the adversary, or
the peer is compromised.

• Key Indistinguishability (IND): If a client (or server) completes a handshake with an
honest peer to obtain data encryption keys (kc, ks), then these keys are indistinguishable
from fresh random values generated at the end of the handshake.

• 1-RTT Data Forward Secrecy (FS): If a client (or server) sends a secret application
data message m over a TLS 1.3 connection with an honest peer, then the message m
remains secret even if the peer is compromised after the connection has closed.

• 0-RTT Data Secrecy (SEC0): If a client sends secret 0RTT application data message
m over a TLS 1.3 connection, then this message remains secret unless the PSK used in
the connection is compromised.

Note that key indistinguishability (IND) is strictly stronger than key secrecy (SEC), and
that forward secrecy (FS) is also stronger than secrecy. TLS 1.3 only guarantees FS for 1-
RTT data. These are four example properties taken from the literature on TLS 1.3, but other
confidentiality properties, such as data indistinguishability and post-compromise secrecy, can
also be formulated for various TLS 1.3 scenarios.

Privacy. Appendix E.1 of the TLS 1.3 RFC [Res18] mentions the “protection of endpoint
identities” as one of the goals of the handshake. We elaborate on this goal and extend it to
capture four specific privacy goals:

• Client Identity Privacy (CIP): If a client holds long-term keys for users A and B and
connects using client-authenticated TLS 1.3 to an honest server S, then the attacker
cannot tell whether the client authenticated as A or as B.

• Client Unlinkability (UNL): If two anonymous clients make TLS 1.3 connections to
a server S, and then one of the two clients makes a new TLS 1.3 connection to the same
server S, then the attacker cannot tell which of the two clients made the new connection.
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• Server Identity Privacy (SIP): If a server holds long-term keys for two servers S1

and S2 and the server receives to a TLS 1.3 connection from an honest client, then the
attacker cannot tell whether the server authenticated as S1 or S2.

• Client and Server Extension Privacy (EXT): If a client or server sends an extension
with a sensitive payload over a TLS 1.3 handshake with an honest peer, then the attacker
cannot distinguish between different values of the payload.

Note that client identity privacy (CIP) is stated for both certificate-based and PSK-based
client authentication. Client unlinkability (UNL) is stronger in that it works even for anony-
mous clients and even if the client makes a series of connections that are cryptographically
linked via resumption PSKs. TLS 1.3 only asks for Server identity privacy (SIP) against
passive attackers, while our formulation is stronger. Extension privacy (EXT) corresponds to
secrecy or indistinguishability for extension payloads, but is treated here as a privacy property
since extensions typically carry metadata, not application secrets.

Prior Security and Privacy Analyses. Many prior works analyze various parts of TLS 1.3
for authentication and confidentiality properties. We survey some of the most advanced works
in this space and compare the TLS 1.3 features they cover and the properties they analyze in
Tables 1 and 2.

Pen-and-paper cryptographic proofs of TLS 1.3 typically focus on a few handshake modes
to highlight and analyze a particular feature of the protocol. For example, the most recent
cryptographic proof of the TLS 1.3 handshake appears in [DFGS21] and subsumes many
prior analyses. It covers the certificate-based DHE handshake, the PSK-DHE handshake,
and the PSK-only handshake. However, it does not cover data or handshake encryption,
negotiation, session tickets, or extensions. It proves confidentiality and integrity properties
about handshake keys, but does not prove properties about application data (e.g. stream
integrity) and does not consider privacy.

Even with these limitations, this is an impressive proof described carefully in 65 pages of
text. Suppose there were an attack that exploited a combination of HelloRetryRequest and
session tickets to only manifest in a sequence of three handshakes, where the resumption PSK
generated in the first handshake is used in both subsequent handshakes. Such attacks are not
always unrealistic (see e.g. [BDF+14]), but are well outside the scope of [DFGS21].

The problem is that pen-and-paper proofs cannot scale to the full complexity of protocols
like TLS. Even if we could write hundreds of pages of proofs, checking them would be infeasible.
One option is to build machine-checked proofs, and such a cryptographic proof has been built
for TLS 1.3 using CryptoVerif [BBK17, Bla18]. This proof covers more TLS features than
pen-and-paper analyses but the proofs have to guided manually and the tool does not scale
to the analysis of features like negotiation.

The most comprehensive analyses of TLS rely on automated tools based on the symbolic
Dolev-Yao model. For example, Tamarin has been used to develop a comprehensive model
of most features of TLS 1.3 [CHSvdM16, CHH+17]. This model, however, does not cover
version and ciphersuite negotiation, probably to reduce the analysis complexity. A different
symbolic model was developed in ProVerif [BBK17], which supports multiple versions and
weak ciphersuites and hence can find downgrade attacks on TLS 1.3. However, neither of
these models analyzes stronger properties like key indistinguishability (IND) or privacy. The
probable reason is that although these properties are within the scope of symbolic tools,
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they require significant modeling effort, precision, and computation time. Even without these
properties, analyzing the symbolic models takes several hours.

A different angle of research is to analyze the security of TLS 1.3 implementations, to
ensure that the proof applies to the deployed protocol without modeling abstractions. This
approach has resulted in proofs for the TLS 1.3 record layer in F* [BDLF+17], but has not
yet been applied to the handshake.

As we have seen, most prior works on TLS 1.3 do not consider privacy. A notable exception
is [ABF+19] which describes several privacy attacks on TLS 1.3, and gives a pen-and-paper
proof of server identity privacy and client unlinkability under certain implementation condi-
tions. The model does not cover client authentication and does not enable SNI (which would
falsify server identity privacy). On the whole, this work serves to emphasize the weak privacy
guarantees of TLS 1.3. In order to get stronger privacy, a new extension to TLS 1.3 is needed,
and to analyze such an extension, we need a more comprehensive machine-checkable model of
TLS 1.3.

Our analysis results on TLS 1.3. In this paper, we present a new configurable model of
TLS 1.3 in ProVerif. Our model extends the previous proverif model of [BBK17] in several
ways: we add support for post-handshake authentication, extensions like SNI and ECH, and
we make the model significantly more configurable so that the analyst can easily turn various
features on and off and rerun ProVerif. Indeed, all the analyses in this paper are run using
automated scripts that run each analysis under various combinations of features, until they
find the maximal set of features under which ProVerif is able to find a proof in a few hours.

The main technical advance we make over the TLS 1.3 model of [BBK17] is to add support
for equivalence-based reasoning. We prove key indistinguishability for TLS 1.3, stated as the
indistinguishability of the resumption master secret from a random value. This kind of strong
secrecy property was not proved before for comprehensive models of TLS 1.3 in ProVerif
or in Tamarin. We also analyze TLS 1.3 for privacy properties, finding that TLS 1.3 with
SNI immediately fails server identity privacy (SIP), does not provide client extension privacy
(C-EXT), but does provide client identity privacy (CIP), unlinkability (UNL), and server
extension privacy (S-EXT).

We summarize our results for TLS 1.3 in Table 2. The precise details of the model and
properties will be explained in Section 5. Due to heavy memory consumption, the ✓and
✗ marks represent the features activated and deactivated respectively during the analysis in
addition to Handshake and SNI. Hence, we prove secrecy and authenticaiton for the full model
of TLS 1.3 but to prove handshake-oriented equivalence properties for key indistinguishability
and privacy, we disable application data and post-handshake authentication. To keep the
analysis feasible, we also disable TLS 1.2 and weak ciphersuites, and hence do not model
downgrade attacks to prior versions and legacy cryptographic algorithms.

Our model of TLS 1.3 is one of the most comprehensive symbolic models of the protocol and
is of independent interest. Its configurability makes it a strong foundation for automatically
analyzing extensions and advanced properties of TLS 1.3. Our verification results for the
secrecy and privacy of TLS 1.3 are also stronger than prior symbolic analyses. The next step
is to obtain the missing privacy properties of TLS 1.3 (SIP,C-EXT) via the ECH extension.
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4 ECH: Encrypted Client Hello

The goal of the ECH extension is simple: given a public key of the client-facing server, encrypt
the contents of ClientHello such that only the client-facing server can use the true value.
This turns out to be a non-trivial challenge in realistic threat models. The rest of this section
describes some prior designs of ECH (and ESNI) that had flaws due to subtle yet important
attacker capabilities.

4.1 ESNI draft 0

Consider perhaps the simplest variant of ESNI, the predecessor to ECH that focused solely on
encrypting the SNI extension. First, generate a normal ClientHello, except that instead of
using the SNI extension that carries the plaintext SNI, insert a different extension that carries
an encryption of the SNI under the client-facing server public key. This is vulnerable to an
obvious cut-and-paste attack, wherein an attacker can extract the ESNI extension from this
target ClientHello, insert it into its own ClientHello, and then observe the server’s response,
which includes the server Certificate message. This attack is demonstrated in Figure 5.

Client (C) Adversary (A) Server (F, S, S′)

Long-term Keys: (dkF , ekF ), (skS , pkS), (sk
′
S , pk

′
S)

CH(. . . [G, gx] . . . )

CH(cr , F, [G, gx
′
], hpkeekF (S)[cr ])

tx 1 tx 1
ServerHello(sr , G, gy)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(kdf0, g

x′y)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, · · · = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(kdf0, g

x′y)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, · · · = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

enckh,s(Extensions(. . .), Certificate(S, pkS))

Learns that C tried to connect
to S from Certificate(S′, pk ′S)

Figure 5: Cut-and-paste attack (draft-ietf-tls-esni-00)
The first ESNI design went beyond this simple variant and bound the encryption of the

SNI to ClientHello.random. However, this was vulnerable to the same basic problem, since
an attacker can simply replay both the ESNI extension and ClientHello.random with its
own key share to observe the server response.

Fundamentally, this simple issue points at the crux of the design challenge: how does one
encrypt the SNI such that it is bound forward to the rest of the handshake, as well as backward
to the client’s ClientHello value. In the following two sections, we will describe two variants
of this design that demonstrate the need for both types of bindings, using real-world attacks
to highlight their importance.
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4.2 Backward Binding

Binding backwards means that changes to anything before the server’s response should cause
the TLS handshake to fail. The attack above wherein the ESNI was not bound to the client’s
key share was one instance of failing to bind backwards completely. There are other more
subtle forms of backward binding, however.

Consider TLS session resumption. The typical flow involves a client connecting to a server
and being presented a resumption ticket in response. In subsequent connection attempts,
clients opportunistically offer this ticket in the form of a PSK to the server. If the server can
process and accept the ticket, e.g., by decrypting it and recovering session state, the server
will complete the handshake without re-sending the server certificate. Some of this state may
include, for example, the SNI value used in the original handshake. Servers which do not
admit resumption across hostnames will necessarily check that the SNI of the previous state
coincides with the SNI of the client’s ClientHello and, if they disagree, fall back to a full
handshake.

This behavior admits an oracle for learning the SNI contained in a ticket. Specifically, an
attacker that obtains a ticket for a domain of its choosing, e.g., test.example, may inject it in
a ticket-free ClientHello carrying an encrypted SNI payload, and then forward the modified
message to the server. If the server completes the handshake in an abbreviated form, which
may be visible because the server’s total handshake flight is smaller given that there is no
certificate chain, then the attacker learns that its guess of test.example was correct. This is
shown in Figure 6. The fix to this type of problem is to ensure that the client’s ClientHello
cannot be modified by anyone other than the client itself, meaning that the encryption is
bound to the entire ClientHello.

Client (C) Adversary (A) Server (F, S, S′)

Long-term Keys: pskA,S , pskA,S′ Long-term Keys: (dkF , ekF ),
(skS , pkS), (sk

′
S , pk

′
S)

CH(...)

tx 0 tx 0
CH(cr , F, [G, gx], hpkeekF (ni, S)[g

x], (idpskA,S , binderpskA,S ))

tx 1 tx 1
SH(sr , G, gy)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

xiy)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, · · · = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

tx 2 tx 2
enckh,s(Extensions(. . .))

tx 3 tx 3
enckh,s(Finished(mackm,s(tx 2)))

Learns that C tried to connect
to S based on successful resumption

Figure 6: PSK oracle attack (draft-ietf-tls-esni-05)
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4.3 Forward Binding

Forward binding means that the only entities which can proceed with the handshake are those
which can decrypt and recover the private information encrypted by ECH. To illustrate the
need for this requirement, consider the following scenario. A client connects to a server using
ECH and receives upon success an encrypted Certificate message and then CertVerify
message. The Certificate message contains the server certificate chain that clients use to
authentiate against the server name. The CertVerify contains a signature over the handshake
transcript using the private key corresponding to the leaf public key in Certificate. If clients
process and verify Certificate before verifying CertVerify, it is possible for clients to reveal
that Certificate is invalid before CertVerify is invalid.

This type of reaction could be abused to attack ECH in the following way. Assume the
client sends a ClientHello to the server using ECH. Assume further that there exists an
on-path attacker between client and server. This attacker could hijack the connection and
continue it using a valid Certificate message, i.e., one matching Certificate from the
server that it wants to check against. (The attacker could obtain Certificate by connecting
to the target server as a client and observing Certificate.) Importantly, the attacker does
not provide the CertVerify message, as it cannot produce a signature without the private
key. If the client does not abort the connection after receiving the valid Certificate message,
the attacker learns that it presented a valid chain matching the client’s expectation, i.e., one
that matches validates against the client’s chosen SNI. This type of reaction attack is shown
in Figure 7.

Client (C) Adversary (A) Server (F, S, S′)

Long-term Keys: (dkF , ekF ), (skS , pkS), (sk
′
S , pk

′
S)

ClientHello(cr , F, [G, gx], hpkeekF (S)[gx])

tx 1 tx 1
ServerHello(sr , G, gy)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(kdf0, g

xy)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, km,c, km,s = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(kdf0, g

xy)
ms, kh,c, kh,s, km,c, km,s = kdfms(hs, tx 1)

enckh,s(Extensions(. . .), Certificate(S′, pk ′S))

enckh,c(Alert)

Learns that C did not try to connect to S based on Alert

Figure 7: Client reaction attack (draft-ietf-tls-esni-05)
The fix to this type of problem is to ensure that the client’s encrypted values are always

bound forward in the handshake. Specifically, the transcript used to derive handshake en-
cryption keys must only be accessible to the client and client-facing server. This prevents the
attacker from producing an encrypted Certificate for the client to validate.

There are also more subtle examples of failing to bind forward. Consider the HelloRetryRequest
flow in normal TLS 1.3 from Figure 2. Servers reply to a ClientHello with a special message
indicating they could not complete the handshake with the client’s provided parameters. In
response to the HelloRetryRequest message, the client generates a new ClientHello mes-
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sage to the server with the desired parameters and values. If the server can accept the new
parameters, it provides its own key share and continues with the remainder of the protocol.
As input to the handshake encryption key derivation, the transcript used is based only on
public data exchanged between client and server. This means it is possible for an on-path
attacker to hijack a HRR message and continue the handshake with its own updated second
ClientHello, unbeknownst to the client.

Now consider this same flow in the context of ECH. Moreover, imagine further that the
client’s encrypted value was processed and recorded by the server upon receipt of the first
ClientHello. If the server processes the second ClientHello using parameters from the first
ClientHello, such as the plaintext SNI value, it would be possible for the on-path hijacking
attacker to force the server to reveal the plaintext SNI. This is shown in Figure 8.

Client (C) Adversary (A) Server (F, S, S′)

Long-term Keys: (dkF , ekF ),
(skS , pkS), (sk

′
S , pk

′
S)

tx 0 tx 0
CH(cr , F, [(G0, g

x), G1], hpke
ekF (CH(cr i, S, [(G0, g

xi), G1])))

tx 1 tx 1

HRR(G1, accept
cr i
hrr )

tx 2 tx 2
CH(cr , F, [(G1, g

x′
)], hpkeekF (CH(cr ′i, S

′, [(G1, g
x′
i)])))

tx 3 tx 3
SH(sr , G, gy)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

x′
iy)

ms, kh,s, . . . = kdfms(hs, tx 3)

Computes:
hs = kdfhs(es, g

x′
iy)

ms, kh,s, . . . = kdfms(hs, tx 3)

tx 4 tx 4
enckh,s(Extensions(. . .), . . . , Certificate(S, pkS))

tx 5 tx 5
enckh,s(CertVerify(signskS (H(tx 4))))

Learns that C tried to connect to S

Figure 8: HelloRetryRequest hijack attack on ECH

The fix to this type of problem is to ensure that the client’s encrypted values are always
bound forward in the handshake.

4.4 ECH

The current design of ECH [ROSW21] is based on a simple idea: given a public key, encrypt the
entire ClientHello such that only the owner of the private key, i.e., the client-facing server,
can decrypt the response and complete the handshake. However, for practical availability
reasons, the protocol must accommodate cases where the client-facing server rotates or forgets
its private key. This led to a design wherein there are two ClientHello messages, an inner and
outer one called ClientHelloInner and ClientHelloOuter, respectively. ClientHelloInner
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contains the private parameters for the handshake with the backend server that a client wishes
to keep secret from the attacker. ClientHelloOuter contains parameters for completing the
handshake with the client-facing server, and is necessary in the event that the client-facing
server cannot decrypt and process ClientHelloInner.

Importantly, ClientHelloOuter carries an encryption of ClientHelloInner as an exten-
sion, and is constructed such that the outer message is not malleable by anyone other than
the client or client-facing server. This is done by creating a synthetic ClientHelloOuter′ with
an empty placeholder of length equal to ClientHelloInner, and using this as additional au-
thenticated data when encrypting ClientHelloInner. The encryption of ClientHelloInner
is then written to the placeholder in ClientHelloOuter′, yielding ClientHelloOuter. If a
client does not have the client-facing server public key, ClientHelloOuter carries a random
string whose contents are indistinguishable from an encrypted ClientHelloInner. This is
referred to as a fake ClientHello.

Upon receipt of a ClientHelloOuter, a server takes the following actions. If it does
not support ECH or cannot decrypt ClientHelloInner, it completes the handshake with
ClientHelloOuter. This branch is referred to as rejecting ECH. Otherwise, if the server
successfully decrypts the extension, it forwards ClientHelloInner to the backend server,
which completes the handshake. This branch is referred to as accepting ECH. The transcript
used in the TLS key schedule varies depending on this branch. For ECH rejection the transcript
includes ClientHelloOuter, which covers ClientHelloInner, whereas for ECH acceptance
the transcript only includes ClientHelloInner.

Upon receiving the server’s response, the client determines whether or not ECH was ac-
cepted and proceeds with the handshake accordingly. Servers indicate ECH acceptance in
such a way that an attacker cannot distinguish between a successful handshake where ECH is
accepted and a successful handshake where the client offered a fake ClientHello. Indicating
acceptance is done with acceptcr ish , which is computed as described in Figure 3. The output of
this PRF is placed in the ServerHello.random field. Clients re-compute acceptcr ish and check
it against ServerHello.random. When the values match, the client concludes acceptance,
otherwise the client concludes rejection. After determining acceptance or rejection, the rest
of the handshake proceeds as in normal TLS with the proper transcript.

As in the normal TLS handshake, if the client-facing server cannot complete the hand-
shake the client’s offered parameters, it sends an HelloRetryRequest in response to the client.
The HelloRetryRequest contains an acceptance signal computed similar to acceptcr ish so the
client can determine if ECH was accepted or rejected. Upon acceptance, the client uses
ClientHelloInner in responding to the HelloRetryRequest. Otherwise, it uses ClientHelloOuter.
To ensure the encryption of the second ClientHelloInner is bound to the first ClientHelloInner,
the client re-uses the HPKE encryption context for the second ClientHelloInner. This means
the server can only ever process the second ClientHello if it records the encryption context
from the first ClientHello, which was generated by an honest client.

This entire interaction, complete with HelloRetryRequest, is shown in Figure 2.

5 ProVerif model

In this section, we describe our ProVerif model of TLS 1.3 with the ECH extension. We then
show how we encode the security and privacy properties in this model. Finally, we describe
the results of the analysis and its limitations. Our main goals for this analysis are to answer
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the following questions:

• Does TLS 1.3, with and without ECH, preserve the secrecy and authentication guaran-
tees of TLS 1.3?

• Does TLS 1.3, with and without ECH, provide client identity privacy and unlinkability?

• Does TLS 1.3 with ECH provide server identity privacy and extension privacy?

• Can TLS 1.3 with ECH be downgraded to TLS 1.3?

We seek to answer these questions through an automated machine-checked symbolic anal-
ysis in ProVerif, for a configurable model that supports as many TLS 1.3 features as possible.
Our full ProVerif models, with instructions for how to run the analysis, are provided in the
supplementary material.

5.1 Cryptographic primitives

ProVerif is based on a symbolic model, similar to the applied pi calculus [], to describe cryp-
tographic protocols. In such model, cryptographic primitives are represented by function
symbols with their arity and types (f, g, . . .), keys and random numbers are represented by
names (a, b, k, . . .), messages are modeled by terms (M,N, . . .) that are build as a name, and
a variable (x, y, . . .) or the application of function symbol on terms.

This section describes models for Authenticated Encryption with Additional Data (AEAD),
key generation, and the HPKE algorithms, all of which are used by TLS and ECH in particular.

5.1.1 AEAD algorithm

Code extract 1: librairies/primitives.pvl
32 type aead_strengh .
33 const WeakAE, StrongAE : aead_strengh [ data ] .
34
35 type aead_alg .
36 fun id_aead ( aead_strengh , nat ) : aead_alg [ data ] .
37
38 type aead_key .
39 fun b2ae ( b i t s t r i n g ) : aead_key [ typeConverter ] .
40
41 fun aead_enc ( aead_alg , aead_key , b i t s t r i n g , b i t s t r i n g , b i t s t r i n g ) : b i t s t r i n g .
42 fun aead_forged ( b i t s t r i n g , b i t s t r i n g ) : b i t s t r i n g .

ProVerif’s front-end relies on a simple type system to declare names, functions etc. How-
ever, when proving the security properties, ProVerif will consider an untyped attacker, i.e., an
attacker that does not conform to types. Code Extract 1 models AEAD algorithms used in
TLS. We consider two levels of security – strong or weak – and multiple encryption algorithms.
Each of these algorithms is associated with an identifier built from the function id_aead taking
as argument the security level aead_strengh and a natural number nat.

AEAD encryption is represented as application of the function aead_enc, defined at line 41,
which takes as arguments the algorithm’s identifier, a aead_key, two additional values of type
bitstring , and finally the plaintext of type bitstring . As we consider weak security guarantees
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as well, we also define a function aead_forged that allows the attacker to forge a new ciphertext
value from an existing one with a different plaintext.

The algebraic properties of cryptographic primitives are expressed by means of rewrite
rules, as illustrated below with the declaration of the AEAD decryption algorithm.

Code extract 2: librairies/primitives.pvl
44 fun aead_dec ( aead_alg , aead_key , b i t s t r i n g , b i t s t r i n g , b i t s t r i n g ) : b i t s t r i n g
45 reduc fora l l a : aead_alg , k : aead_key , n , p , ad : b i t s t r i n g ;
46 aead_dec (a , k , n , ad , aead_enc (a , k , n , ad , p) ) = p
47 otherwise fora l l i : nat , k : aead_key , n , p , p ’ , ad , ad ’ : b i t s t r i n g ;
48 aead_dec ( id_aead (WeakAE, i ) , k , n , ad , aead_forged (p , aead_enc ( id_aead (WeakAE, i

) , k , n , ad ’ , p ’ ) ) ) = p .

Line 46 indicates that one can decrypt the cipher aead_enc(a, k, n, ad, p) and obtain the
plaintext p if the corresponding key k and the two additional data n,ad are given to the
decryption algorithm. Line 48 models the weak level of security, by allowing a successful
decryption of a forged cipher in case the encryption algorithm corresponds to one with a
weak security (modelled by id_aead(WeakAE,i)). Note that the otherwise keyword indicates
that ProVerif will attempt to apply the first rewrite rule, and only if that one fails, will it
attempt to apply the second rewrite rule. In case neither rewrite rules can be applied, ProVerif
concludes that decryption failed.

Additionally, for AEAD algorithms with weak security levels, we also model a leakage of
the plaintext, as shown below.

Code extract 3: librairies/primitives.pvl
50 fun aead_leak ( b i t s t r i n g ) : b i t s t r i n g
51 reduc fora l l i : nat , k : aead_key , n , ad , x : b i t s t r i n g ;
52 aead_leak ( aead_enc ( id_aead (WeakAE, i ) , k , n , ad , x ) ) = x .

5.1.2 Key generations

Protocols are modeled in ProVerif by means of process calculus. We illustrate the calculus
while describing how we handle long-term key management (used for Certificate private
keys). Code Extract 4 corresponds to the honest key generation.

Code extract 4: librairies/main_processes.m4.pvl
5 let gen_honest_long_term_keys =
6 !
7 new idP : idProc ;
8 in ( io , a : domain ) ;
9 event Same(d2b ( a ) ) ;

10 new s : seed ;
11 let sk_h = uc_privkey ( s ) in
12 event GenCert ( a , pk ( sk_h) ) ;
13 let c r t = va l id_cer t ( a , pk ( sk_h) ) in
14 insert long_term_keys ( a , sk_h , pk ( sk_h) , crt , idP ) ;
15 out ( io , ( pk ( sk_h) , c r t ) )
16 .

In our model, clients and servers are represented by terms of type domain. (We use the terms
domain and identity interchangeably throughout.) The process gen_honest_long_term_keys gen-
erates fresh new signing and verification keys for a client or server. Typically, the attacker
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can input a domain at line 8, i.e. in(io ,a:domain). Then, at line 10, a new fresh name s of type
seed is generated. The private signing key sk_h is built at line 11 by applying the private func-
tion uc_privkey on s. The corresponding public key pk(sk_h) and the certificate crt defined as
valid_cert(a,pk(sk_h)) is given to the attacker at line 14 by outputting it on the public channel
io, i.e. out(io,(pk(sk_h),crt)).

We store, at line 13, the association between the domain (identity) a and its signing and
verification keys in the table long_term_keys. Tables are used in ProVerif for persistent storage
that honest participants can access to retrieve, in our case, the public verification key of
a domain. For example, Code Extract 5 models a client with identity c_dom sending the
Certificate message.

Code extract 5: librairies/main_processes.m4.pvl
200 get long_term_keys(=c_dom, sk , c_pkey , crt , idP ) [ precise ] in
201

...
215 (∗ The C e r t i f i c a t e message ∗)
216 let c e r t i f i c a t e_msg = CRT( zero , c r t ) in
217 let encrypted_cert i f i cate_msg = aead_enc ( a_alg , chk , zero , zero ,m2b(

c e r t i f i c a t e_msg ) ) in
218 out ( io , encrypted_cert i f i cate_msg ) ;

ProVerif executes line 200 by matching any element previously inserted in the table
long_term_keys with the pattern long_term_keys(=c_dom,sk,c_pkey,crt,idP). Here, sk,c_pkey, crt
and idP are variables and =c_dom represents an equality test, i.e. it will retrieve an element
from the table long_term_keys where the first argument is equal to c_dom.

5.1.3 HPKE

We define a new model in ProVerif of HPKE [BBLW21], an emerging standard for hybrid
public key encryption. Our model closely follows the standard and implements the sender-
unauthenticated (base mode) variant of HPKE used in ECH.

HPKE [BBLW21] relies on several cryptographic dependencies: An Key Encapsulation
Mechanism (KEM) that exposes at least two functions Encap(pkR) and Decap(enc, skR); A
Key Derivation Function that exposes two functions Extract(salt , ikm) and Expand(prk, info,
L). From these two functions the RFC defines two functions LabeledExtract(salt, label , ikm)
and LabeledExpand(prk, label, info, L). Finally it relies an AEAD encryption algorithm as we
described in the previous section.

These functions are defined as follows:
185 letfun hpke_encap ( g : group , pkR : element ) = dh_encap (g , pkR , e2b (pkR) ) .
186 letfun hpke_decap ( g : group , enc : b i t s t r i n g , skR : b i t s t r i n g ) = dh_decap (g , enc , skR) .
187 letfun hpke_label_extract ( h_alg : hash_alg , s a l t : b i t s t r i n g , l a b e l : l abe l , ikm :

b i t s t r i n g ) = hkdf_extract ( h_alg , s a l t , ( l abe l , ikm) ) .
188 letfun hpke_label_expand ( h_alg : hash_alg , prk : b i t s t r i n g , l a b e l : l abe l , i n f o :

b i t s t r i n g ) = hkdf_expand_label ( h_alg , k , l , i n f o ) .

Per the HPKE specification, L represents the size of the output messages which we ignore
in our case.

We model three main functionalities of HPKE:

1. Creation of the HPKE context for client (S) and server (R) through the template
KeySchedule<ROLE> (Section 5.1);
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2. Encryption to a public key, i.e. the functions SetupBaseS and SetupBaseR (section 5.1.1);
and

3. Encryption and decryption using the AEAD algorithm (section 5.2).

The template KeySchedule<ROLE> takes as arguments mode, shared_secret, info, psk, psk_id.
However, TLS ECH only requires SetupBaseS and SetupBaseR, so mode, psk, and psk_id can be
modelled as constants. Thus we only consider the variables shared_secret, info, and psk.

The structure of the HPKE context in our model type takes three arguments: The role (R
or S), an AEAD key, and the base nonce.

1 type hpkeRole .
2 const R, S : hpkeRole .
3
4 type hpkeContext .
5 fun hpke_context ( hpkeRole , aead_key , b i t s t r i n g ) : hpkeContext [ data ] .

According to the HPKE specification, the context should also contain a sequence number
initialized at 0. This sequence number is used for encrypting and decrypting using the AEAD
algorithm. Moreover, it should be increased every time the encryption or decryption functions
are invoked successfully. (The sequence number is not incremented if decryption fails, for
example.) In ECH, the clients and servers invoke encryption and decryption on the same
HPKE context at most twice. Thus, instead of relying on a complex model of this internal
sequence number, our encryption and decryption functions will take as argument the sequence
number and we will ensures that equal to either 1 and 2 when invoked.

Per the HPKE specification, the template KeySchedule<ROLE> is defined as follows:
1 def KeySchedule<ROLE>(mode , shared_secret , in fo , psk , psk_id ) :
2 VerifyPSKInputs (mode , psk , psk_id )
3
4 psk_id_hash = LabeledExtract ("" , "psk_id_hash " , psk_id )
5 info_hash = LabeledExtract ("" , " info_hash " , i n f o )
6 key_schedule_context = concat (mode , psk_id_hash , info_hash )
7
8 secret = LabeledExtract ( shared_secret , " secret " , psk )
9

10 key = LabeledExpand ( secret , "key " , key_schedule_context , Nk)
11 base_nonce = LabeledExpand ( secret , "base_nonce " ,
12 key_schedule_context , Nn)
13 expor te r_sec re t = LabeledExpand ( secret , "exp " ,
14 key_schedule_context , Nh)
15
16 return Context<ROLE>(key , base_nonce , 0 , expor te r_sec re t )

In our ProVerif model, this is represented by the following function:
213 letfun hpke_key_schedule (h : hash_alg , r : hpkeRole , shared_secret : element , i n f o :

b i t s t r i n g ) =
214 let info_hash = hpke_label_extract (h , zero , hpke_info_hash , i n f o ) in
215 let x s e c r e t = hpke_label_extract (h , e2b ( shared_secret ) , hpke_secret , ze ro ) in
216
217 let key = b2ae ( hpke_label_expand (h , x sec r e t , hpke_key , info_hash ) ) in
218 let base_nonce = hpke_label_expand (h , x sec r e t , hpke_base_nonce , info_hash ) in
219
220 hpke_context ( r , key , base_nonce ) .
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Notice that we removed all elements related to mode, psk and psk_id as they are always
constant. As a result, we removed exporter_secret from the context.

Per the HPKE specification, the context setup functions are defined as follows:
1 def SetupBaseS (pkR , i n f o ) :
2 shared_secret , enc = Encap (pkR)
3 return enc , KeyScheduleS (mode_base , shared_secret , in fo ,
4 default_psk , default_psk_id )
5
6 def SetupBaseR ( enc , skR , i n f o ) :
7 shared_secret = Decap ( enc , skR)
8 return KeyScheduleR (mode_base , shared_secret , in fo ,
9 default_psk , default_psk_id )

These are represented in our ProVerif as follows:
224 letfun hpke_setup_base_S (h : hash_alg , g : group , pkR : element , i n f o : b i t s t r i n g ) =
225 let ( shared_secret : element , enc : element ) = hpke_encap (g , pkR) in
226 ( enc , hpke_key_schedule (h , S , shared_secret , i n f o ) ) .
227
228 letfun hpke_setup_base_R(h : hash_alg , g : group , enc : element , skR : b i t s t r i n g , i n f o :

b i t s t r i n g ) =
229 let shared_secret = hpke_decap (g , enc , skR) in
230 hpke_key_schedule (h ,R, shared_secret , i n f o ) .

Finally, the Seal and Open functions in the HPKE specification are described as:
1 def ContextS . Sea l ( aad , pt ) :
2 ct = Sea l ( s e l f . key , s e l f . ComputeNonce ( s e l f . seq ) , aad , pt )
3 s e l f . IncrementSeq ( )
4 re turn ct
5
6 def ContextR . Open( aad , c t ) :
7 pt = Open( s e l f . key , s e l f . ComputeNonce ( s e l f . seq ) , aad , c t )
8 i f pt == OpenError :
9 r a i s e OpenError

10 s e l f . IncrementSeq ( )
11 re turn pt

As mentioned previously, we do not directly model the function self .ComputeNonce(self.seq)
but rather gives the sequence number as argument. However, self .ComputeNonce(self.seq) should
normally result of XORing base_nonce with the current sequence number. As ProVerif does
not handle the XOR operation, we rather compute the concatenation of base_nonce with the
sequence number:

203 letfun kpke_seal ( a : aead_alg , context : hpkeContext , n : nat , aad : b i t s t r i n g , pt :
b i t s t r i n g ) =

204 let hpke_context(=S , key , base_nonce ) = context in
205 aead_enc (a , key , ( base_nonce , n ) , aad , pt ) .
206
207 letfun hpke_open ( a : aead_alg , context : hpkeContext , n : nat , aad : b i t s t r i n g , c t :

b i t s t r i n g ) =
208 let hpke_context(=R, key , base_nonce ) = context in
209 aead_dec (a , key , ( base_nonce , n ) , aad , c t ) .

5.2 Modeling ECH

This section describes the processes used in modelling TLS + ECH. Prior symbolic models
of TLS cover the “most general scenario,” i.e., the scenario where most of the information
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is given to the attacker, when analyzing reachability properties. In the case of equivalence
properties, it is important to faithfully represent all scenarios since an equivalence property
may be broken, for example, by the presence of different error messages.

5.2.1 ECH Generation

This section describes the model for ECH generation. It focuses on a single function generate_client_hello_message_ech
that models this procedure. This function takes the following arguments:

• The ECH configuration ech_conf chosen by the client.

• The domain of the client and the backend server: c_dom and i_dom.

• Three booleans use_grease, use_psk and send_kex. The first one indicates if GREASE
should be used to generate a fake ClientHello. The second one indicates if a PSK is
used and the last one indicates if the key share of the DH group are sent by the client
(when set to false, it should trigger an HRR by the server).

• The cipher suite chosen by the client: The DH group g2, the hash algorithm h_alg and
the AEAD algorithm a_alg.

• Some extra fields that are appended to the ClientHello message i_extra and o_extra

• The HPKE context and encapsulation context and enc that are the result of a call to
hpke_setup_base_S(h_alg,g,pkR,(tls_ech_str,ech_conf)) with pkR the public key associated
to ech_conf. Note that the encapsulation and context must be re-used when an HRR is
received otherwise privacy of the backend-end server is broken (see Section 4). As such,
the function generate_client_hello_message_ech takes an integer n as argument representing
whether it is the first (n = 1) or second (n = 2) ECH generated. As we explained in
Section 5.1.3, this integer will be used when encrypting and decryption using the AEAD
algorithm.

For simplicity’s sake, we only consider the case where the client offers real ECH for
each fresh connection, i.e., it does not use GREASE, nor does it use a PSK. The function
starts by generating the DH key shares and the random for both ClientHelloOuter and
ClientHelloInner.

1 (∗ The key share ex t ens i on ∗)
2 let ( i_kex_ext : keyShareExt , o_kex_ext : keyShareExt , kex_data : b i t s t r i n g ) =

make_key_share_extension_ech (g , send_kex ) in
3
4 (∗ Generate the random fo r the inner and outer c l i e n t h e l l o ∗)
5 let i_cr = gen_B32_random ( ) in
6 let o_cr = gen_B32_random ( ) in

In ClientHelloInner, the value of the ech_extension field is the constant ech_is_inner. As
explained in the ECH specification, when no PSK is used, the extension for PSK is empty for
both the inner and outer client hello. In this case, the early secret in the TLS key schedule
corresponds to the zero PSK.

ClientHelloInner is then generated as follows:
2The DH group variable g refers to the group and not the generator of the group.
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1 (∗ Cl i en tHe l l o Inne r ∗)
2 let i_o f f e r = nego (TLS13 , h_alg , a_alg , i_kex_ext , SNI ( i_dom) , ech_is_inner ,

empty_psk_ext , i_extra ) in
3 let i_c l i en t_he l l o = CH( i_cr , i_o f f e r ) in

Authenticating the ClientHelloOuter is done by computing the ClientHelloOuterAAD (see
[ROSW21, Section 5.2]) which contains the ClientHelloOuter stripped of its ECH extension
payload; the contents of the ECH extension other than the payload, including the encapsulated
key, config ID, the HPKE cipher suite, remain.

1 letfun generate_client_hello_outer_AAD ( c l i en t_he l l o_oute r : msg) =
2 let CH( r , nego ( ver s ion , h_alg , a_alg , kex_ext , sni_ext , ech_ext , psk_ext , ext ra ) ) =

c l i en t_he l l o_oute r in
3 let client_ECH (h_alg_ech , a_alg_ech , conf ig_id , enc , payload ) = ech_ext in
4
5 (∗ The c l i en t_he l l o_ou t e r wi th ex t ens ion removed ∗)
6 let c l i ent_he l l o_outer ’ = CH( r , nego ( vers ion , h_alg , a_alg , kex_ext , sni_ext ,

empty_ech_ext , psk_ext , ext ra ) ) in
7
8 client_hello_outer_AAD (h_alg_ech , a_alg_ech , conf ig_id , enc , c l i ent_he l l o_outer ’ )

.

When generating ClientHelloOuter, a dummy ClientHelloOuter with an empty payload
is first given to generate_client_hello_outer_AAD to produce the ClientHelloOuterAAD. It is then
used to generate the final payload of the ECH extension:

1 pkR = Dese r i a l i z ePub l i cKey (ECHConfig . contents . public_key )
2 enc , context = SetupBaseS (pkR ,
3 " t l s ech" | | 0x00 | | ECHConfig )
4 f ina l_payload = context . Sea l ( ClientHelloOuterAAD ,
5 EncodedCl ientHel lo Inner )

Note that the context and encapsulated key are generated outside of the function and are
given as arguments, as indicated at the beginning of this section. This translates in our model
as follows:

1 let payload = kpke_seal ( a_alg_ech , context , n , aad2b ( client_hello_AAD ) ,m2b(
i_c l i en t_he l l o ) ) in

2 let ech_ext = client_ECH (h_alg_ech , a_alg_ech , conf ig_id , enc , payload ) in
3 let o_of fe r = nego (TLS13 , h_alg , a_alg , o_kex_ext , SNI (o_dom) , ech_ext , o_psk_ext ,

o_extra ) in
4
5 (CH(o_cr , o_of fe r ) , i_c l i en t_he l l o , i_cr , o_cr , kex_data , psk_data )

The function generate_client_hello_message_ech returns the two ClientHello messages (ClientHelloInner
and ClientHelloOuter), the associated random values, and some datas related to the public
key shares and PSK (if available).

5.2.2 Configurable Features

A key novelty in our model is that our client and server processes are extensively configurable
using two kinds of boolean flags: global flags enable or disable TLS features in all clients
and processes, whereas process flags are used to enable features in specific client and server
processes.

We define global flags for all the features listed in Table 1 in a configuration file that
gets prefixed to each analyzed model. For example, the flag allow_HRR can be set to true to
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globally enable HelloRetryRequest in all clients and servers. We also define global flags that
enable and disable ECH, PSK, tickets, etc. and analysis-related flags that disable and enable
the compromise of different kinds of keys used in the model.

Each client and server process is initialized with a set of arguments that can further
configure their behavior.

Client model. In order to obtain stronger security guarantees, we model both standard TLS
client (process standard_client) and ECH client (process echo_client). For both clients types, we
cover the cases where:

• an HelloRetryRequest was sent by the server (processes standard_client and echo_client).

• a CertRequest was sent by the server (process send_certificate_message).

• a resumption PSK is generated at the end of the session and that can be re-used in
future sessions (process send_finished_message)

Contrary to HelloRetryRequest, generation and processing of PSK tickets, client certifi-
cate, server certificate, etc are the same between TLS client and ECH client. As such our
models rely on many of the same processes for both clients which increase readability and
avoid unnecessary code duplication.

An ECH client is thus parametrized by the following arguments:
1 let ech_c l i ent ( i d_c l i en t : idProc , use_psk , comp_psk , send_kex_c , use_grease : bool ,
2 c_dom, i_dom : domain ,
3 tls_g , backend_g : group , tls_h , backend_h : hash_alg , tls_a , backend_a : aead_alg , (∗

The c ipher s u i t e and groups f o r both f ront−end and backend ∗)
4 ech_conf : echConfig , (∗ The ECH con f i g u r a t i on used by the c l i e n t ∗)
5 i_extra : extraExt (∗ Add i t i ona l f i e l d s f o r inner ∗)
6 ) =
7 . . .

This process defines a ECH client configured with the following arguments: use_ech specifies
whether the client supports ECH, use_psk enables server support for PSK-DHE, comp_psk says
that the client will leak its resumption PSK to the attacker at the end of the handshake,
send_kex_c says that the client will send its DH key share (setting send_kex_c to false will
trigger an HelloRetryRequest by the server), use_grease specifies whether the client will send a
fake ClientHello, c_dom,i_dom are respectively the client and backend-server’s domain name,
tls_g,backend_g, tls_h,backend_h, tls_a and backend_a define the client preferred cryptographic
algorithms for the client-facing and backend server, ech_conf is the ECH configuration offered
by the client, and i_extra contains additional (potentially secret) information the client can use
in its ClientHelloInner message. The argument id_client is a flag used only to help ProVerif
terminate and be more precise; it plays no part in the protocol execution.

The standard TLS client is parametrized by similar arguments:
1 let s tandard_c l i ent ( i d_c l i en t : idProc ,
2 use_psk , comp_psk , send_kex_c : bool ,
3 c_dom, s_dom : domain ,
4 g : group , h_alg : hash_alg , a_alg : aead_alg
5 ) =
6 . . .
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Server model. Contrary to the client, we only have one single process to model a server:
1 let s e r v e r (
2 id_server : idProc , use_ech , use_psk , req_cert : bool ,
3 s_dom : domain ,
4 t ls_g : group , t ls_h : hash_alg , t l s_a : aead_alg , (∗ The group and c ipher s u i t e

accepted by the s tandard TLS se r v e r or c l i e n t −f a c i n g ∗)
5 backend_g : group , backend_h : hash_alg , backend_a : aead_alg , (∗ The group and

c ipher s u i t e accepted by the backend s e r v e r ∗)
6 ee_extra : extraExt (∗ Some ex t en s i on s to be sen t in the EncryptedExtension

message ∗)
7 ) =
8 . . .

This process defines a TLS 1.3 server configured with many arguments, most of them
similar to the client’s process. The main difference are the flags cert_req which says that
the server should ask for a client certificate and s_extra that contains additional (potentially
secret) information the server can use in its Extensions message.

Ciphersuite negotiation limitations. In the ECH specification, the server may accept
several cipher suites and key exchange groups. However, in our model, a TLS session is
encoded as if the server would only accept a unique cipher suite and a unique key exchange
algorithm group. Modeling a server that accepts more than one ciphersuite or key exchange
algorithm group would have been possible, yet is unnecessarily complex and dramatically
increases verification time for the model.

Configuration file. As previously mentioned, a key novelty in our model is that our client
and server processes are extensively configurable using the global and process flags. We
regrouped the setting of these flags in a single file config .m4.pvl. For example, this file contains
the following:

1 (∗ When ‘ f a l s e ‘ , an honest c l i e n t w i l l a lways send i t s key share wi th the group
.

2 Moreover , an honest s e r v e r w i l l never send a HRR reque s t . ∗)
3 letfun allow_HRR = true .
4
5 . . .
6
7 (∗ Each behav ior parameters has two v a r i a b l e s . When ‘ set_p ‘ i s ‘ true ‘ then
8 the a t t a c k e r chooses the va lue o f ‘p ‘ f o r each s i n g l e s e s s i on . When ‘ set_p ‘
9 i s ‘ f a l s e ‘ then the va lue o f ‘p ‘ i s s e t to ‘ defaul t_p ‘ f o r a l l s e s s i on s . ∗)

10
11 (∗ Determine i f c l i e n t and s e r v e r want to use a psk . ∗)
12 letfun set_use_psk = true .
13 letfun default_use_psk = f a l s e .
14
15 . . .
16
17 (∗ Ech c l i e n t ∗)
18 letfun c l ients_with_ech = true .

The flags allow_HRR and clients_with_tls are both global and indicate whether HelloRetryRequest
is enabled and whether we consider clients with ECH. Process flags such as use_psk are defined
by two variables: set_use_psk and default_use_psk. set_use_psk indicates whether the value of
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flag is fixed (when true) or should be given by the attacker (when false ). The value of the flag
is defined by default_use_psk.

The subprocess run_ech_client_use_psk below corresponds to how the client runs depending
on the values of set_use_psk and default_use_psk.

1 let run_ech_client_use_psk ( i d_c l i en t : idProc , i_extra_ext : extraExt , c_dom,
backend_dom : domain , ech_conf : echConfig , tls_a , backend_a : aead_alg , tls_g ,
backend_g : group , tls_h , backend_h : hash_alg ) =

2 i f set_use_psk
3 then (
4 let use_psk = default_use_psk in
5 run_ech_client_comp_psk ( id_c l i ent , i_extra_ext , c_dom, backend_dom , ech_conf ,

tls_a , backend_a , tls_g , backend_g , tls_h , backend_h , use_psk )
6 )
7 else
8 in ( io , use_psk : bool ) ;
9 let ( ) = mkprecise ( bool2b ( use_psk ) ) in

10 event Same( bool2b ( use_psk ) ) ;
11 run_ech_client_comp_psk ( id_c l i ent , i_extra_ext , c_dom, backend_dom , ech_conf ,

tls_a , backend_a , tls_g , backend_g , tls_h , backend_h , use_psk )
12 .

The variables taken as arguments of run_ech_client_use_psk correspond to the values that
are already defined at that stage. Line 9 and 10 are proof helpers. The use of the event Same
is explained in Section 5.4.1. We refer the reader to the file modelisation_details.md for some
explanations on the function mkprecise. Notice that in the then branch of the conditional,
use_psk is set to default_use_psk whereas in the else branch, it is provided by an input from the
attacker, i.e., in(io ,use_psk:bool).

Main scenario example. We present here the generic scenario we use when analysing our
security properties. The process all_internal_process represents the internal processes used by
the client or server. The processes gen_dishonest_key and gen_honest_key correspond to the
generation of dishonest and honest long-term keys. Notice on line 8 and 18 the conditional
on clients_with_tls and clients_with_ech respectively that enable the presence of standard TLS
clients or clients with ECH. On line 27, the process will select a configuration, if available, for
the client-facing server given by the attacker and run an ECH client with this configuration.

1 process
2 (
3 (∗ Generates the keys ∗)
4 gen_honest_key
5 | gen_dishonest_key
6 | a l l_ in t e rna l_proc e s s e s
7 ) | (
8 i f c l i en t s_wi th_t l s then
9 (∗ TLS∗)

10 !
11 new i d_t l s_c l i en t : idProc ;
12 (∗ Domains ∗)
13 in ( io , s_dom : domain ) ;
14 in ( io , c_dom: domain ) ;
15
16 run_t l s_c l i ent ( id_t l s_c l i en t , c_dom, s_dom)
17 ) | (
18 i f c l ients_with_ech then
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19 (∗ ECH c l i e n t ∗)
20 !
21 new i d_c l i en t : idProc ;
22 (∗ Domains ∗)
23 in ( io , backend_dom : domain ) ;
24 in ( io , frontend_dom : domain ) ;
25 in ( io , c_dom: domain ) ;
26
27 get ech_con f i gurat i ons ( ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR,=frontend_dom , h_alg , a_alg ) , skR)

in
28 let ech_conf = ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR , frontend_dom , h_alg , a_alg ) in
29
30 run_ech_client ( id_c l i ent , empty_extra_ext , c_dom, backend_dom , ech_conf )
31 ) | (
32 !
33 (∗ Server ∗)
34 new id_server : idProc ;
35 in ( io , s_dom : domain ) ;
36 run_server ( id_server , s_dom, empty_extra_ext )
37 )

5.3 Encoding Security Goals

We define security properties for all the authentication, confidentiality, and privacy goals.
We begin with an overview of how security properties described in 3 are modelled. We then
describe in detail our modelling strategy for privacy properties in 3.

5.4 Legacy properties

Security Events. To precisely model our security goals, we annotate our client and server
processes with events like ClientFinished and ServerFinished (indicating the completion of the
handshake), and ServerPreFinished (indicating that the server has sent its Finished but not
received the client Finished). We then add events like ClientSends, ServerReceives, ServerSends
, and ClientReceives that indicate sending and receiving of application data. Each event is
parameterized by arguments that include all the relevant connection parameters, including
the identities of the client and server, their long-term keys, session identifiers, etc.

In addition to these protocol events, we define events that mark the compromise of long-
term keys at the client and server. The attacker can ask for any HPKE private key, long-term
signature key, or pre-shared key stored in a database to be compromised. Before leaking the
key to the attacker, we trigger an event (e.g. CompromisedLtk).

Authentication, Integrity, and Downgrade Resilience. Each of our authentication
goals (CAUTH, SAUTH, INT, AGR) are stated as ProVerif queries that expresss correspon-
dences between events at the client and server. For example, the server authentication query
(SAUTH) states that every time a client issues the event ClientReceives for a message m received
from server S, it must either be the case that there was a matching event ServerSends issued
by the server S for message m, or else either the private key of S (skS) (if the connection uses
certificates) or the pre-shared key between C and S (pskC,S) (if the connection uses PSKs)
must be known to the adversary. The definition of CAUTH is similar.

In comparison to the prior ProVerif model of TLS 1.3 [BBK17] our authentication goals
for application data are stronger in three respects. First, we prove injective correspondence
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between events, hence proving that each client and server session maps to a unique event at a
peer, whereas the prior analysis only proved non-injective correspondence. Second, we prove
a stronger guarantee for ECH handshakes, we show that even if the private-key or PSK of
the server S is compromised, we obtain authentication as long as the HPKE private key of
the client-facing server F remains secret. Third, we model and prove a novel stream integrity
guarantee (INT) for application data: if a client or server receives a message m with sequence
number n, then the peer must have sent the same message at the same sequence number,
unless one of the compromise conditions hold. Hence, the client and server agree on the
sequencing of messages in each direction, no matter how many messages they send or receive.
In contrast, the prior model modeled authentication only for a single message at a time.

For handshake authentication, we state similar queries but in terms of ClientFinished,
ServerFinished, and. We model key and transcript integrity (AGR) and key uniqueness (UNIQ)
as correspondence queries over these events. We also define a limited form of downgrade
resilience (DOWN): we ask that if an uncompromised TLS 1.3 client or server finishes a hand-
shake with an uncompromised peer, and the connection does not use ECH, then either the
client or the server did not support ECH. In other words, a network attacker cannot manipu-
late a handshake between an ECH client and an ECH server to disable ECH.

Secrecy. Key secrecy (SEC) and forward secrecy (FS) for 1-RTT application data are written
as queries over the attackers knowledge. For example, the forward secrecy query for 1-RTT
application data states that if the client issues an event ClientSends at time j before sending
a message m to a server S, and if the attacker obtains the message m, written attacker(m),
then it must be the case that the corresponding long-term key of S (either skS or pskC,S) was
compromised at some time i < j, and (if the connection uses ECH) then the HPKE private
key of F must also have been compromised at some time i′ < j. This formulation of forward
secrecy is quite different and more precise than the query in the prior ProVerif model [BBK17]
since it now uses the recent timestamp feature of ProVerif [BCC22] instead of coarse global
phases.

A second novelty in our work is that we state and prove a stronger secrecy guarantee for
the handshake. All prior symbolic analyses of TLS 1.3, both in ProVerif [BBK17] and in
Tamarin [CHSvdM16,CHH+17], only prove syntactic secrecy which means that an attacker
cannot fully compute some secret, but even if the attacker computes all but one bit of the
secret, this secrecy property would still hold. A stronger secrecy guarantee is to prove that the
secret is indistinguishable from a random bitstring, but this kind of equivalence property is
significantly harder to prove for symbolic tools, which is probably why it was left out in prior
work. In the following section, we explain how equivalence queries are expressed in ProVerif
and we details all privacy properties as well as indistinguishability.

5.4.1 Equivalence queries in ProVerif

ProVerif can prove equivalence P ≈ Q for processes P and Q that have the same structure
and differ only in the choice of terms. These equivalence are written by means of a biprocess
which encodes both P and Q. To express the messages that differ between P and Q, we can
use the construct diff [M,M’] where M is the term that is used in the process P and M’ is the
term that is used in the process Q. ProVerif then tries to prove the equivalence P ≈ Q by
showing that all traces of P (resp. Q) can be match in Q (resp. P ) by the a trace that follows
exactly the same control flow. For example, the privacy of a ballot in an electronic voting
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protocol can be expressed as:

V (sk1, v1) | V (sk2, v2) ≈ V (sk1, v2) | V (sk2, v1)

In term of biprocess, this is encoded as the process V(sk_1,diff[v1,v2]) | V(sk_2,diff[v2,v1]).
The requirement on the same control flow can be quite restrictive as it requires properly

matching sessions. For example, ProVerif would not be able to prove equivalence on the
biprocess out(io,diff [a,b]) | out(io,diff [b,a]) with a,b public even though it corresponds to the
equivalence P ≈ P with P being the process out(io,a) | out(io,b). Indeed, in the biprocess, the
action out(io,diff [a,b]) indicates that it will try to match the execution of out(io,a) on the left
with the execution of out(io,b) on the right, which is distinguishable since both a,b are public.

Using restrictions. In the main scenario described in Section 5.2.2, we run the standard
client with the following code.

1 !
2 new i d_t l s_c l i en t : idProc ;
3 (∗ Domains ∗)
4 in ( io , s_dom : domain ) ;
5 event Same(d2b (s_dom) ) ;
6 in ( io , c_dom: domain ) ;
7 event Same(d2b (c_dom) ) ;
8
9 run_t l s_c l i ent ( id_t l s_c l i en t , c_dom, s_dom)

In our security properties, we want to consider scenarios where we can have an unbounded
number of client sessions plus some additional sessions that, collectively, specifically encodes
our security property. For example, for client identity (domain) privacy, we would put the
previous process in parallel with the following one (as well as the process modeling the server):

1 (∗ TLS c l i e n t wi th d i f f ∗)
2 !
3 (∗ Domains ∗)
4 in ( io , ClientA : domain ) [ precise ] ;
5 in ( io , Cl ientB : domain ) [ precise ] ;
6 let c_dom = d i f f [ ClientA , ClientB ] in
7 in ( io , s_dom : domain ) [ precise ] ;
8 event Same(d2b (s_dom) ) ;
9 new s : seed ;

10 let i d_c l i en t = i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) in
11
12 run_t l s_c l i en t_d i f f ( id_c l i ent , c_dom, s_dom)

The second process actually encodes client privacy, since we compare one client process
with domain ClientA that executes the handshake to another client process with domain ClientB
, denoted as diff [ClientA,ClientB]. However running only the second process would not be
satisfactory as we have some additional assumptions that must be satisfied by the sessions of
the second process, e.g. single-use PSK, that we do not want to apply to all sessions. However,
for this process, we want to ensure that it is the same client that executes the process (likewise
for the server). This is done in ProVerif by the means of restriction:

1 restrict ion x , x ’ : b i t s t r i n g ; event (Same( d i f f [ x , x ’ ] ) ) ==> x = x ’ .

This restriction indicates that ProVerif will only look at executions such that when an event
Same is executed then the value on the left side should be the same as the value on the right
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side. In our use-case, the event of the first process event Same(d2b(s_dom)) indicates that the
session of the standard client will be executed with the same server domain s_dom on both
sides of the equivalence. The function d2b is simply a type converter function from domain to
bitstring .

This allows us to compare scenarios concurrently as follows:

H(c1, s1, p1) | . . . | H(cn, sn, pn) | H(A,S, pn+1) | H(cn+2, sn+2, pn+2) | H(cn+3, sn+3, pn+3) | . . .
and

H(c1, s1, p1) | . . . | H(cn, sn, pn) | H(B,S, pn+1) | H(cn+2, sn+2, pn+2) | H(cn+3, sn+3, pn+3) | . . .

where H(c, s, p) is the handshake between client c and server s with parameters p. Here A
and B are honest clients and S is an honest server.

5.4.2 Indistinguishability between PSK and random

In the prior ProVerif model of TLS [BBK17], only PSKs that were freshly generated as random
could be used between clients and servers. These typically correspond to external PSKs estab-
lished out-of-band. However, at the end of a handshake, the server can send a SessionTicket
message, as desribed in 2. Prior models did not cover the cases where clients and servers
used resumption PSKs. In our model, we show that these PSK are indistinguishable from a
randomly generated value.

Prior analyses also considered the cases were some PSKs may be compromised. Thus, we
would ideally also prove that compromised PSKs derived from a ticket are also indistinguish-
able from a random value. This is however not the case in all scenarios: If the client runs
a handshake with the attacker that impersonates a server, due to a compromised external
PSK or compromised long term key, the resumption PSK obtained during this session is not
indistinguishable from random. So we only check the indistinguishability of resumption PSKs
from randomly generated values for those that come from sessions where either the PSK used
in the session was not compromised or the server long term key was not compromised.

More generally, consider a sequence of sessions:

psk0−−−→ H(c, s, p1)
psk1−−−→ H(c, s, p2)

psk2−−−→ . . .
pskn−1−−−−→ H(c, s, pn−1)

pskn−−−→ . . .

where H(c, s, pi)
pski−−→ H(c, s, pi+1) stands for the i-th handshake generating a ticket whose

derived PSK is pski and that PSK is then used in the i + 1-th handshake with the same
client and server. We can show that for all i, pski is indistinguishable from a random if all
pskj , j < i are not directly compromised by the attacker (pski may be directly compromised
however). Directly compromised means here that the honest process directly output the PSK
to the attacker and so the key become trivially known to the attacker. In fact, we show that
if a PSK pski is known to the attacker then either it was directly compromised in the session
H(c, s, pi) or some previous PSK, i.e., pskj for j < i was directly compromised.

As previously mentioned, at the end of an handshake, the server may send a SessionTicket
message that associates a ticket value and a resumption PSK. In particular, the SessionTicket
message contains a ticket_nonce that is unique per ticket and a value ticket that will be used as
the identity for the PSK. The PSK is generated from ticket_nonce and the resumption_master_secret
generated during the handshake, as described below:

1 The PSK as s o c i a t ed with the t i c k e t i s computed as :
2 HKDF−Expand−Label ( resumption_master_secret ,
3 " resumption " , t icket_nonce , Hash . l ength )
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In practice, the ticket itself is an opaque label and may be either a database lookup key
or a self-encrypted and self-authenticated value [Res18]. Hence, the server should be able to
retrieve the PSK from its identity and additional information such as the ciphersuite used.
We abstract this by relying on a private function mk_idpsk as follows:

1 new t icket_nonce ;
2 let new_psk = hkdf_expand_label ( a_alg , rms , t ls13_resumption , t i c k e t ) in
3 let t i cke t_id = mk_idpsk (c_dom, s_dom, h_alg , new_psk) in

The private function mk_idpsk takes as argument the client and server domain, hash
algorithm, and PSK. We additionally provide private projection functions get_receiver_psk,
get_sender_psk, get_hash_psk and get_ipsk that respectively allow one to retrieve the server
domain, client domain, hash algorithm, and PSK. For instance:

1 reduc fora l l c_dom, s_dom : domain , h_alg : hash_alg , ip sk : internal_preSharedKey ;
2 get_ipsk (mk_idpsk (c_dom, s_dom, h_alg , ip sk ) ) = ipsk [ private ] .

After receiving the values ticket_nonce and ticket_id from the server, the client generates
the PSK and should add it in a table pre_shared_keys for global storage:

1 let NewSessionTicket ( t icket_nonce : b i t s t r i n g , t i cke t_id : ident i tyPsk ) = msg in
2 let new_psk = hkdf_expand_label ( h_alg , rms , t ls13_resumption , t i c k e t ) in
3 . . .
4 insert pre_shared_keys (c_dom, s_dom, h_alg , t i cket_id , new_psk ’ , s e s s i on_c l i en t ,

i s_sa f e )

We rely on a global table pre_shared_keys to client side PSKs. This table takes several
arguments: c_dom and s_dom are respectively the domains of the client and server during
the handshake. Thus, later on when a client with domain c_dom wishes to retrieve a PSK it
shares with a server with domain s_dom, it will look up in the table the entry starting with
c_dom and s_dom. Recall that only honest participant may access the content of tables, not
the attacker. h_alg represents the hash algorithm used during the handshake. ticket_id is the
PSK identity. new_psk is the PSK.

The argument session_client is not directly part of the TLS protocol but helps ProVerif
prove the query. It is a nonce that is generated by a client process but never used in the
messages exchanged between the client and server. It helps assocaited a PSK with the session
from which it was derived.

Finally, the argument is_safe indicates whether or not this PSK is directly compromised
or derived from a previous directly compromised PSK. The following listing shows how is_safe
is computed and resulting PSKs are inserted into the pre_shared_keys table.

1 let NewSessionTicket ( t icket_nonce : b i t s t r i n g , t i cke t_id : ident i tyPsk ) = msg in
2 let new_psk = b2ipsk ( hkdf_expand_label ( h_alg , rms , t ls13_resumption ,

t icket_nonce ) ) in
3
4 let (new_psk ’ : internal_preSharedKey , i s_sa f e : bool ) =
5 i f s_pkey = NoPubKey | | uncompromised_privkey ( s_pkey ) then
6 i f psk = NoPSK | | safe_psk then
7 new rand_ipsk [ ] : internal_preSharedKey ;
8 ( d i f f [ rand_ipsk , new_psk ] , not ( comp_psk) )
9 else (new_psk , f a l s e )

10 else (new_psk , f a l s e )
11 in
12 insert pre_shared_keys (c_dom, s_dom, h_alg , t i cket_id , new_psk ’ , s e s s i on_c l i en t ,

i s_sa f e ) ;
13 i f comp_psk
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14 then out ( io , new_psk ’ )

The variable s_pkey can either be instantiated by NoPubKey or by the public key of the
server. Typically, if during the handshake the server sent its certificate then s_pkey records
the public key that were used to verify the certificate. Otherwise, when a PSK is used, s_pkey
records NoPubKey. Similarly, the variable psk is either instantiated by the PSK used in the
handshake or NoPSK otherwise. If a PSK was used during the handshake then the client must
have retrieved it from the global table pre_shared_keys. In that case, the variable safe_psk
records whether this key was directly compromised. Finally the variable comp_psk indicates
whether or not the attacker chose to compromise the pre-shared generated in the handshake.
Thus, the branching condition

1 i f s_pkey = NoPubKey | | uncompromised_privkey ( s_pkey ) then
2 i f psk = NoPSK | | safe_psk then
3 new rand_ipsk [ ] : internal_preSharedKey ;
4 ( d i f f [ rand_ipsk , new_psk ] , not ( comp_psk) )
5 else (new_psk , f a l s e )
6 else (new_psk , f a l s e )

indicates that the generated PSK is considered directly compromised if (i) the handshake did
not use a PSK but relied on compromised certificate long term key, (ii) the handshake used a
PSK that was itself compromised, or (iii) the attacker decided to compromised the generated
PSK. When the PSK is not directly compromised, we model our equivalence by generating a
fresh random rand_ipsk used on the right side of the equivalence while the left side uses the
real generated PSK. Compromise is modelled by directly outputting the PSK value on the
public channel.

General scenario The main process is the same scenario as in Section 5.2.2. Notice that
the attacker can choose for each session of the standard and ECH client whether or not it will
compromise the resumption PSK generated during the handshake. This is controlled by the
flag comp_psk.

5.4.3 Anonymity of the backend server

Backend server anonymity states that an attacker cannot know which backend server a client
performed a handshake with upon using ECH. If we denote He(ci, fsj , bsk) as a handshake
between client ci, client-facing server fsj , and backend server bsk, we model this form of
anonymity by comparing scenarios of the following form:

He(c1, fs1, bs1) | . . . | He(cn, fsn, pn) | He(A, fs
∗, BS1) | . . .

and
H(c1, fs1, bs1) | . . . | He(cn, fsn, pn) | He(A, fs

∗, BS2) | . . .

where the ECH key of the client-facing server fs∗ is uncompromised. In our ProVerf model,
this corresponds to adding in parallel to the processes of the main scenario described in Sec-
tion 5.2.2 the following process where frontend_dom is the client-facing server fs∗ and BackendA
,BackendB are the backend servers BS1 and BS2.

1 !
2 new i d_c l i en t : idProc ;
3 (∗ Domains ∗)
4 in ( io , frontend_dom : domain ) [ precise ] ;
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5 event Same(d2b ( frontend_dom ) ) ;
6 in ( io , c_dom: domain ) [ precise ] ;
7 event Same(d2b (c_dom) ) ;
8 new s : seed ;
9 let i d_c l i en t = i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) in

10
11 get ech_con f i gurat i ons ( ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR,=frontend_dom , h_alg , a_alg ) , skR) in
12 let ech_conf = ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR , frontend_dom , h_alg , a_alg ) in
13 event Conf igOf fe red ( ech_conf ) ;
14
15 run_ech_cl ient_di f f ( id_c l i ent , empty_extra_ext , c_dom, d i f f [ BackendA , BackendB ] ,

ech_conf )

Notice that this process models backend server anonymity with the equivalence diff [
BackendA,BackendB]. This equivalence depends on the following assumption.

Assumption Anonymity Backend 1. The client-facing server’s HPKE private key used
for its ECH configuration ech_conf is uncompromised, whereas any backend server keys can be
compromised.

The table ech_configurations contains the ECH configurations associated with a client-facing
server. They are generated by the following process which allows one server to have multiple
ECH configurations, each with a different key.

1 let gen_honest_ech_config =
2 !
3 in ( io , ( s_dom : domain , g : group , h_alg : hash_alg , a_alg : aead_alg ) ) ;
4 i f allow_weak_ciphersuite_and_group | | is_strong_hash ( h_alg ) then
5 i f allow_weak_ciphersuite_and_group | | is_strong_aead ( a_alg ) then
6 i f allow_weak_ciphersuite_and_group | | is_strong_group ( g ) then
7 event Same(d2b (s_dom) ) ;
8 event Same( g2b ( g ) ) ;
9 event Same(h2b ( h_alg ) ) ;

10 event Same( a2b ( a_alg ) ) ;
11 new id : c on f i g I d ;
12 let ( skR : b i t s t r i n g , pkR : element ) = dh_keygen ( g ) in
13 let c on f i g = ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR , s_dom, h_alg , a_alg ) in
14 insert ech_con f i gurat i ons ( con f i g , skR) ;
15 (∗ The con f i g u r a t i on i s g i ven to the a t t a c k e r . ∗)
16 out ( io , c on f i g )
17 .

When allowing compromised ECH keys, we naturally output the private key as well as the
configuration. However, for the purpose of our query, we need to assume that the HPKE key
of the configuration used in the session with BackendA and BackendB are not compromised.
We ensure it by emitting an event event CompromisedEchKeyForEquiv(config); when we generate
compromised configurations and by adding the following restriction:

1 restrict ion id_c : idProc , c on f i g : echConf ig ;
2 event (CompromisedEchKeyForEquiv ( c on f i g ) ) && event ( Conf igOf fe red ( id_c , c on f i g ) )

==> f a l s e .

Notice that the event ConfigOffered is executed only on the targeted sessions. Therefore,
this restriction ensures that we do not consider traces where the configuration offered during
these sessions are compromised.
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Managing long-term certificate keys using restrictions When trying to prove anonymity
of the backend server, we are faced with some difficulties related to the management of cer-
tificate long term keys as well as PSKs. We will describe these issues and how we solve them.
We will only focus on long-term certificate keys as the issues and solutions for PSKs are very
similar.

In the case of a handshake where PSKs are not used (or not accepted), the server must
send a Certificate and CertVerify message (see Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 in [Res18]). Both
messages require the server to retrieve its private key and its valid certificate from the table
long_term_keys. In our model, this corresponds to the follow code:

1 get long_term_keys(=s_dom, sk , s_pkey , crt , idP ) in
2
3 (∗ The C e r t i f i c a t e message ∗)
4 let c e r t i f i c a t e_msg = CRT( zero , c r t ) in
5 let encrypted_cert i f i cate_msg = aead_enc ( a_alg , shk , zero , zero ,m2b(

c e r t i f i c a t e_msg ) ) in
6 out ( io , encrypted_cert i f i cate_msg ) ;
7 let cur_log_CRT = ( cur_log , c e r t i f i c a t e_msg ) in
8
9 (∗ The Ce r t i f i c a t eV e r i f y message ∗)

10 let s igned_log = s ign ( sk , hash ( h_alg , cur_log_CRT) ) in
11 . . .

The variable s_dom is already instantiated by the server’s domain executing this part of
the process. Hence at line 1, get long_term_keys(=s_dom,sk,s_pkey,crt,idP) indicates that the
process will retrieve from the table long_term_keys an entry whose first argument is equal to
s_dom and instantiate sk,s_pkey,crt,idP accordingly.

To prove backend server anonymity, we want to match sessions where BackendA is the
domain of the server on one side and BackendB is the domain of the server on the other side.
However, in our model, we let the attacker generate the keys for the servers (honest servers
included). Thus, as is, a trivial attack on the equivalence would be to consider a trace where
the attacker generates a valid certificate for BackendA but not for BackendB and then run one
handshake between a server and the client with diff [BackendA,BackendB] as backend-server.
When the server playing the role of BackendA tries to retrieve its valid certificate and long
term key, it will succeed on the left side, but fails on the right side with BackendB as no key
exists for BackendB. This leads to the following assumption.

Assumption Anonymity Backend 2. We only consider scenarios where either no long
term key have been generated for both BackendA and BackendB or at least one long term key
has been generated for each before executing the handshake with diff [BackendA,BackendB] as
backend-server.

Even with this assumption, we are left with a problem related to ProVerif encoding. When
the attacker generates one valid certificate for both BackendA and BackendB, the process in Sec-
tion 5.1.2 is executed twice. This leads to the following two entries in the table long_term_keys:

• long_term_keys(BackendA,sk_hA,pk(sk_hA),crtA,idPA)

• long_term_keys(BackendB,sk_hB,pk(sk_hB),crtB,idPB)

However, to pass the lookup get long_term_keys(=s_dom,sk,s_pkey,crt,idP) in the server’s process,
ProVerif would expect an entry where the first argument is diff [BackendA,BackendB]. This is
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not the case despite the fact that keys for both BackendA and BackendB exist in the table at
the moment of the execution of the server’s process, meaning that in the formal calculus such
entry could be computed.

We solve this problem by adding a process that creates new entries in long_term_keys by
swapping existing entries.

1 let swap_long_term_keys =
2 !
3 get long_term_keys (dom1 , sk1 , pk1 , cert1 , idP1 ) in
4 get long_term_keys (dom2 , sk2 , pk2 , cert2 , idP2 ) in
5 insert long_term_keys ( d i f f [ dom1 , dom2 ] , d i f f [ sk1 , sk2 ] , d i f f [ pk1 , pk2 ] , d i f f [ cer t1 ,

c e r t 2 ] , d i f f [ idP1 , idP2 ] ) ;
6 insert long_term_keys ( d i f f [ dom2 , dom1 ] , d i f f [ sk2 , sk1 ] , d i f f [ pk2 , pk1 ] , d i f f [ cer t2 ,

c e r t 1 ] , d i f f [ idP2 , idP1 ] )
7 .

By looking up long_term_keys(BackendA,sk_h_1,ok(sk_h_1),crt1,idP1) in line 3 and long_term_keys
(BackendB,sk_h_2,ok(sk_h_2),crt2,idP2) in line 4, the process will add the following new entries
in the table:

• long_term_keys(diff[BackendA,BackendB],diff[sk_hA,sk_hB],diff[pk(sk_hA),pk(sk_hB)],diff[crtA,crtB
],diff[idPA,idPB])

• long_term_keys(diff[BackendB,BackendA],diff[sk_hB,sk_hA],diff[pk(sk_hB),pk(sk_hA)],diff[crtB,crtA
],diff[idPB,idPA])

In particular, the first entry will pass the lookup get long_term_keys(=diff[BackendA,BackendB],sk,
s_pkey,crt,idP) in the server’s process. Note that even if we add new entries in term of biprocess,
the entries on the left and right sides respectively of the biprocess remain unchanged.

Adding this swapping process is unfortunately not enough. To prove equivalence, ProVerif
will check that all entries of the table that satisfies the equality test on the left side also
satisfies the equality test on the right side (and vice-versa). So only adding our new swapped
entries is not sufficient as the entries long_term_keys(BackendA,sk_hA,pk(sk_hA),crtA,idPA) and
long_term_keys(BackendB,sk_hB,pk(sk_hB),crtB,idPB) will still succeed on one side but not on the
other. To solve this problem, we remove the equality test and encode it using a restriction
that ensures the long term key retrieved from the table matches that of the server process
running. Removing the restriction is done by modifying the process as follows:

1 get long_term_keys (s_dom’ , sk , s_pkey , crt , idP ) in
2 event Se l e c t ed_lg t (s_dom’ , s_dom, idP ) ;
3
4 (∗ The C e r t i f i c a t e message ∗)
5 let c e r t i f i c a t e_msg = CRT( zero , c r t ) in
6 . . .

With this change, all entries of the table will pass the long term key lookup. To properly select
the correct entry, we emit the event Selected_lgt(s_dom’,s_dom,idP) that contains the targeted
domains s_dom, the domains in the entry s_dom’, and the process identifiers idP of the entry.
The selection of the correct entry is done by the following restriction:

1 restrict ion
2 dom1 , dom1 ’ , dom2 , dom2 ’ : domain , idP , idP ’ : idProc ;
3 event ( Se l e c t ed_lg t ( d i f f [ dom1 , dom1 ’ ] , d i f f [ dom2 , dom2 ’ ] , d i f f [ idP , idP ’ ] ) ) ==>
4 (∗ The en t r i e s taken from the t a b l e shou ld correspond to the r eque s t ed

domains ∗)
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5 dom1 = dom2 && (∗ On the l e f t s i d e ∗)
6 dom1 ’ = dom2 ’ && (∗ On the r i g h t s i d e ∗)
7 (
8 (∗ I f the r eque s t ed domains on the l e f t and on the r i g h t are the same , we

use the same idProc to match them . ∗)
9 (dom1 = dom1 ’ && idP = idP ’ ) | | (dom1 <> dom1 ’ )

10 )
11 .

Line 5 and 6 of the restriction correspond to the fact that we want our entries to match the
requested domains. Line 10 indicates that when the requested domain are the same (typically
when it’s not a backend server diff [BackendA,BackendB]), we can consider the long term key
that were generated at the same moment on the left and ride side (represented by the fact
that the process identifier idP and idP’ are equal). This last line is added as a consequence
of our swapping process generating too many unecessary new entries. For example, if the
attacker decides to generate two long term keys for a server S by executing twice the process
described in Section 5.1.2 for S, then two different entries with S as domain and with two
different process identifiers will be generated.

• long_term_keys(S,sk_h1,pk(sk_h1),crt1,idP1)

• long_term_keys(S,sk_h2,pk(sk_h2),crt2,idP2)

When the requested domain is S on both sides, ProVerif should consider both entries. However,
with the swapping process, an entry long_term_keys(S,diff[sk_h1,sk_h2],diff[pk(sk_h1),pk(sk_h2)],
diff[crt1,crt2],diff[idP1,idP2]) will also be generated. Verifying the execution with this new entry
is unnecessary as we already have a way to match the long term keys through the initial
entries. It is critical to note that this solution with the swapping process only works when
assuming Assumption Anonymity Backend 2.

As previously mentioned, we have similar issues and solutions for managing PSKs since
a client will retrieve the PSKs with a server from a global table pre_shared_keys. At such we
will only consider scenarios where either no PSKs have been generated between the client and
both BackendA and BackendB, or at least one PSK has been generated for each before executing
the handshake. However, this not sufficient as we can find another trivial attack even within
the confines of this assumption. Consider the following scenario:

Assume that the attacker starts by generating a long-term certificate key for both BackendA
and BackendB. Then it generates a compromised PSK between BackendA and a client C and a
compromised PSK between BackendB and C. The attacker follows up by running a handshake
between an ECH client C with backend diff [BackendA,BackendB] such that no PSK is used, in
which case the server sends the Certificate and CertificateVerify messages). Notice that this
scenario satisfy our assumptions. At the end of this handshake, on the left side, the client C
will share a new PSK with BackendA and on the right side, it will share a new uncompromised
PSK with BackendB. The attacker runs a new TLS handshake between C and BackendA on both
side. On the right side, the client C only has access to a compromised PSK with BackendA
whereas on the left side the second handshake will be run with the uncompromsied PSK

obtained at the last handshake. This will lead the attacker to distinguish the two situations
as it is unable to rebuild the PSK extension from the ClientHello message on the left side
but it will succeed on the right side. These two scenarios are summarized below.
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Genlgt(BackendA)

Generates uncompromised skA

Genlgt(BackendB)

Generates uncompromised skB

CGenpsk(C,BackendA)

Generates compromised pskCA

CGenpsk(C,BackendB)

Generates compromised pskCB

Hech(C,HonestServer,BackendA)
with skA and no psk

Generates uncompromised psk′CA

Htls(C,BackendA)
with psk psk′CA

Test if PSK extension in client hello
of Htls(C,BackendA) can be

rebuilt with compromised pskCA

(It will fail)

Genlgt(BackendA)

Generates uncompromised skA

Genlgt(BackendB)

Generates uncompromised skB

CGenpsk(C,BackendA)

Generates compromised pskCA

CGenpsk(C,BackendB)

Generates compromised pskCB

Hech(C,HonestServer,BackendB)
with skB and no psk

Generates uncompromised psk′CB

Htls(C,BackendA)

Only way to match is
for C to use pskCA

Test if PSK extension in client hello
of Htls(C,BackendA) can be

rebuilt with compromised pskCA

(It will succeed)

We therefore consider the following assumption for the PSKs.

Assumption Anonymity Backend 3. We only consider scenarios where either no PSKs
have been generated between a client and both BackendA and BackendB or at least one PSK
been generated for each before executing the handshake with diff [BackendA,BackendB] as backend
server. Moreover, we do not compare scenarios where a client would share an uncompromised
PSK with a server on one side but none on the other side.

5.4.4 Anonymity and unlinkability of the TLS and ECH client

Anonymity and unlinkability are typically encoded differently since they do not express the
same security property. A protocol may preserve client anonymity, i.e., the attacker cannot
deduce which client executed the handshake, but not unlinkability, as the attacker could
still understand that two handshakes have been executed by the same client, albeit without
knowing who that client is. However, in our model, we manage to encode both properties
within the same equivalence by adding in parallel to the processes of the main scenario,
described in Section 5.2.2, the following process:
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1 (∗ TLS c l i e n t wi th D i f f ∗)
2 !
3 (∗ Domains ∗)
4 in ( io , ClientA : domain ) [ precise ] ;
5 in ( io , Cl ientB : domain ) [ precise ] ;
6 let c_dom = d i f f [ ClientA , ClientB ] in
7 in ( io , s_dom : domain ) [ precise ] ;
8 event Same(d2b (s_dom) ) ;
9 new s : seed ;

10 let i d_c l i en t = i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) in
11
12 run_t l s_c l i en t_d i f f ( id_c l i ent , c_dom, s_dom)

Intuitively, for each session of the client, we let the attacker choose two client domains,
clientA and clientB, and we will execute on one side of the equivalence clientA and on the other
side clientB. This naturally encodes anonymity as the attacker is not able to distinguish the
two situations despite choosing itself the client domains. The strength of this encoding is that
it also encodes unlinkability. Indeed, unlinkability is satisfied when the attacker is not able
to distinguish the situation where all client domains are used in a single handshake from the
situation where client domains can be used in multiple handshakes. This is covered by our
equivalence as it considers executions where the attacker chooses for each session a different
clientA and whereas it can choose for clientB the same client through multiple sessions.

Note that the above process considers clients running the standard TLS. We have a similar
encoding for clients running ECH.

Assumptions on the keys. First, we start with a simple assumption on server HonestServer
keys.

Assumption Anonymity/Unlinkability Client 1. We assume that the long-term certifi-
cate key of the server s_dom used in these targeted sessions are not compromised.

Without this assumption, the equivalence would be broken as the attacker could masquer-
ade as the server using the compromised key and directly observe the client identity during
the handshake. We achieve this by relying on the process identifier that is given to the client
process and the following restriction:

1 restrict ion s : seed , s_pkey : pubkey ;
2 event ( Cl ient_Cert_server ( i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) , s_pkey ) ) && event (

CompromisedLtkForEquiv ( s_pkey ) ) ==> f a l s e .

The process identifier idClientDiff is only used for the targeted sessions and the event Client_Cert_server
is executed when the client receives the Certificate message from the server, which contains
the server long term public key.

Second, for the same reason as in the anonymity of the backend server, we discard scenario
where clientA would have a certificate long term key but not clientB since, in the scenario where
the server requests a client certificate, clientA would be able to produce such certificate but
not clientB.

Assumption Anonymity/Unlinkability Client 2. We only consider scenarios where ei-
ther no long term key have been generated for both clientA and clientB chosen by the attacker
or at least one long term key has been generated for each before executing the handshake with
diff [ clientA, clientB ] as client.
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We consider a similar assumption for PSK.

Assumption Anonymity/Unlinkability Client 3. We only consider scenarios where ei-
ther no PSKs have been generated between a server and both clientA and clientB or at least
one PSK been generated for each before executing the handshake with diff [ clientA, clientB ] as
clients. Moreover, we do not compare scenarios where a client would share an uncompromised
PSK with a server on one side but none on the other side.

To prove our equivalence, and therefore unlinkability, we consider an additional assumption
on the PSKs. Namely, that PSKs used in handshakes with diff [clientA,clientB] as clients are
used at most once. This is necessary because unlinkability would be trivially broken by
the attacker linking two sessions of the same client by observing the identity of the PSK
in the ClientHello messages. Note that this assumption is necessary for TLS handshake
but not always for ECH handshake, since the PSK identity is encrypted using ECH. More
specifically, we show that the single-use assumption is necessary only for the ECH handshakes
with diff [clientA,clientB] as clients that use GREASE (as they in fact plays as a standard
TLS handshake). In contrast, if the ECH handshakes never use GREASE (or fake ECH),
then PSKs may be used multiple times. For similar reasons, we also assume that the PSKs
used in the handshakes with diff [clientA,clientB] as clients are uncompromised (otherwise the
attacker would be able to distinguish the scenarios by rebuilding the PSK extension from the
ClientHello messages).

Assumption Anonymity/Unlinkability Client 4. We only compare scenarios where the
PSKs in the TLS or ECH with GREASE handshakes with diff [ clientA, clientB ] as clients are
single-use and uncompromised.

This assumption is encoded in our model by first adding a new event Selected_otu_psk when
retrieving the PSKs from the table pre_shared_keys as follows:

1 get pre_shared_keys (c_dom’ ,=s_dom,=h_alg , id , internal_psk , idP ’ , i s_sa f e ) in
2 event Selected_psk (c_dom, c_dom’ , idP ’ , i s_sa f e ) ;
3 event Selected_otu_psk ( idP , internal_psk , i s_sa f e ) ;

The first argument of Selected_otu_psk is the identifier process idP of the executed process (i.e.
the client’s process). The second argument is the PSK that was selected internal_psk and the
third argument is whether this PSK is supposed to be uncompromised or not, i.e. is_safe (see
Section 5.4.2 for how this value is built). Thus when an event Selected_otu_psk(idP,psk,is_safe)
is executed, the result is a session of client whose process identifier is idP has selected the PSK
psk.

Using this event, we can encode the single-use assumption using the following restriction:
1 restrict ion
2 ipsk , ipsk1 , ipsk2 : preSharedKey , idP : idProc , s : seed , sa f e , sa f e1 , s a f e 2 : bool ;
3 (∗ Sing l e−use proper ty ∗)
4 event ( Selected_one_time_used_psk ( i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) , d i f f [ ipsk , ipsk1 ] , d i f f [ s a f e ,

s a f e 1 ] ) ) &&
5 event ( Selected_one_time_used_psk ( idP , d i f f [ ipsk , ipsk2 ] , d i f f [ s a f e , s a f e 2 ] ) ) ==>

idP = i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) ;
6 event ( Selected_one_time_used_psk ( i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) , d i f f [ ipsk1 , ip sk ] , d i f f [ sa f e1 ,

s a f e ] ) ) &&
7 event ( Selected_one_time_used_psk ( idP , d i f f [ ipsk2 , ip sk ] , d i f f [ sa f e2 , s a f e ] ) ) ==>

idP = i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) ;
8 (∗ Ucompromised proper ty ∗)
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9 event ( Selected_one_time_used_psk ( i dC l i e n tD i f f ( s ) , d i f f [ ipsk1 , ipsk2 ] , d i f f [ sa f e1
, s a f e 2 ] ) ) ==> sa f e 1 = true && sa f e 2 = true

10 .

Recall that the identifier process idClientDiff (s) is only generated for sessions where the clients
are diff [client_A,client_B]. Thus, Line 4 indicates that a PSK used by clientA in one of these
sessions cannot be used in any other handshake. Line 7 is the symmetric property for clientB.
Finally, Line 9 restricts the PSKs using in these handshakes to be uncompromised.

5.4.5 Strong secrecy of all extensions in ClientHelloInner

Strong secrecy of the extra extension means that the attacker cannot learn information about
the ClientHelloInner contents. If we denote He(c, fs, bs, ext) an ECH handshake between
a client c, a client-facing server fs, a backend server bs and some extra extensions ext in the
ClientHelloInner generated by c, the strong secrecy property checks the equivalence between
the following situtations:

He(c1, fs1, bs1,M1) | . . . He(cn, fsn, bsn,Mn) | . . .
and

He(c1, fs1, bs1, N1) | . . . He(cn, fsn, bsn, Nn) | . . .

where M1,M2, . . . and N1, N2, . . . are any terms that the attacker can build.
We encode this property by putting in parallel to the processes of the main scenario

described in Section 5.2.2 the following process.
1 !
2 (∗ Domains ∗)
3 new i d_c l i en t : idProc ;
4 in ( io , backend_dom : domain ) ;
5 event Same(d2b (backend_dom) ) ;
6 in ( io , frontend_dom : domain ) ;
7 event Same(d2b ( frontend_dom ) ) ;
8 in ( io , c_dom: domain ) [ precise ] ;
9 event Same(d2b (c_dom) ) ;

10
11 (∗ The ex t ra ex t ens i on ∗)
12 in ( io , x : extraExt ) ;
13 in ( io , x ’ : extraExt ) ;
14 let inner_ext = d i f f [ x , x ’ ] in
15
16 get ech_con f i gurat i ons ( ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR,=frontend_dom , h_alg , a_alg ) , skR) in
17 let ech_conf = ech_conf ig ( id , g , pkR , frontend_dom , h_alg , a_alg ) in
18 event Conf igOf fe red ( ech_conf ) ;
19
20 run_ech_cl ient_di f f ( id_c l i ent , inner_ext , c_dom, backend_dom , ech_conf )

Notice that on Lines 12 and 13, we let the attacker choose two values for the extra extension;
one of them will be run on the left side of the equivalence and the other one with will run on
the right side (represented by let inner_ext = diff[x,x ’] .

Once again, we assume that the ECH key of the frontend server for these clients is
not compromised, otherwise there would be a trivial attack wherein the attacker decrypts
ClientHelloInner and recovers its contents.

Assumption Strong secrecy Extension 1. The client-facing server HPKE private key
corresponding to its ECH configuration ech_config is not compromised.
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Property 1-RTT HRR CC PHA PSK-DHE TKT 0-RTT Time

T
LS All ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 10h7m

T
LS

+
E

C
H

SEC, UNIQ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 2h48m
SEC0 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 55m

FS, INT ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 3h40m

CAUTH ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2h39m
✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 3h26m

SAUTH, AGR ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 3h26m
DOWN ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 34h16m

Property HRR CC PHA PSK-DHE TKT Time

T
LS

IND, CIP
✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 17H15UNL, S-EXT

CIP,UNL ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ 10h10m

E
C

H

IND ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ 21h16m
✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ 12h47

SIP ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ 24h27m
✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 1h13m

CIP, UNL
✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 21h42m
✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ 35h22m
✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 3h27m

S-EXT,C-EXT ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ 21h20m

Table 3: Verification Results for TLS 1.3 with ECH

5.5 ProVerif Analysis Results

Our full TLS 1.3 + ECH model totals 7600 lines. We ran it for all the properties described
above for various combinations of features, resulting in 621 total runs of ProVerif, from which
we selected the best combination for each property, for which ProVerif produced a result under
48 hours without running out of memory (on average limited at 100GB). The analysis was
run in parallel on a Linux server with a 64-core AMD processor clocked at 3.8Ghz with 515
GB RAM.

Verifying TLS 1.3. The results are shown in Table 3. We first re-ran all the classic TLS 1.3
secrecy and authentication reachability queries on our model of TLS 1.3 without ECH. We
enable all optional features supported by our model, but recall that we disable version and
ciphersuite negotiation. This analysis completes in about 10 hours and validates our changes
to the TLS 1.3 model of [BBK17], while providing stronger authentication guarantees, as
described above.

The analysis of equivalence-based properties typically takes more time and memory, and
since these properties only speak about handshake elements, we disable application data (1-
RTT, 0-RTT) when analyzing them. ProVerif proves key indistinguishability, server extension
privacy, client identity privacy, unlinkability and for TLS 1.3 (without ECH, PHA, or appli-
cation data) in 17 hours. We also proved CIP and UNL with HRR, PHA, CC and PSK-DHE
but without tickets in 10 hours.

Reachability Properties for ECH. We then verify properties of TLS 1.3 with ECH. The
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added complexity of ECH makes the analysis much more expensive, requiring us to selectively
disable certain features to obtain proofs for various properties. ProVerif is able to prove key
secrecy (SEC) and key uniqueness (UNIQ) with 0-RTT disabled. Application data has no
impact on these two handshake properties, so disabling 0-RTT does not weaken this result.

Secrecy of 0-RTT data (SEC0) is then proved with client certificates (CC) disabled. Since
certificates only appear after 0-RTT data has already been sent, disabling it has no impact on
this property.

Forward secrecy (FS) and stream integrity (INT) for 1-RTT data are significantly more
complex properties, and we can only prove them without HRR, PHA, and 0-RTT. Enabling
PHA would be interesting for these properties, since PHA is interleaved with 1-RTT data, but
ProVerif runs out of memory in this case.

Server authentication (SAUTH) and key and transcript agreement (AGR) are handshake
properties and are proved with post-handshake (client) authentication and 0-RTT disabled,
neither of which have an impact on these properties.

Client authentication (CAUTH) is proved either with client certificates (CC) and PSKs
(within the handshake) or for PHA, but not both at the same time. In practice, it is likely
that TLS clients will either enable CC or PHA but not both. Still, ideally we would prove
this property with all three client authentication modes (CC,PSK,PHA) enabled, but ProVerif
runs out of memory.

Finally, ECH downgrade resilience is proved with certificate-based client authentication
(CC,PHA) and 0-RTT data disabled.

Equivalence Properties for ECH. For TLS 1.3 with ECH, PSK-DHE, tickets, and client
certificates (but without HRR or PHA), key indistinguishability is proved in 21 hours. PHA
has no impact on the handshake key schedule, but HRR does affect key computation. We
separately prove indistinguishability for DHE handshakes with HRR, but without CC, PHA,
and PSK-DHE. Put together, these results cover both certificate-based DHE handshakes and
sequences of PSK-DHE handshakes with ticket-based resumption.

Server identity privacy is proved for handshakes with ECH and HRR, hence proving that
ECH is not vulnerable to the attack of Figure 8. SIP is also proved for PSK handshakes
handshakes with ticket-based resumption (TKT), hence proving the absence of the attack of
Figure 6. Together these results cover all known privacy attacks on previous versions of ESNI
and ECH.

Client identity privacy and unlinkability are proved for clients that use both PSKs and CC
(but do not use HRR, PHA, or TKT.) These properties are additionally proved for handshakes
that enable CC and PHA (but do not use PSK or TKT). These results cover both unauthen-
ticated and authenticated clients that use client certificates, or PSKs, or post-handshake
authentication.

Finally, server and client extension privacy are proved for handshakes with HRR, CC, and
PSK-DHE but without TKT and PHA.

6 Discussion

We have systematically analyzed TLS 1.3 with the ECH extension for a series of security and
privacy properties in a variety of configurations. This analysis gives us more confidence in
the design of ECH and our analysis has already influenced the design of the protocol. We
discovered and presented attacks to the working group, participated in the protocol design for
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various versions and are now in the process of presenting our findings to the group. Ours is
the first formal security analysis for this privacy extension.

It is important to underline, however, that our verification results only hold in our model,
and there is always a gap between a formal model and real-world deployments and concerns.
Here we discuss some of these concerns and provide implementation and deployment guidelines
for ECH implementers.

Network Configuration and Application Behavior. ECH does nothing to hide the IP
address of the client-facing server. Thus, if client-facing servers orchestrate deployments such
that each backend server is correlated or associated with a single IP address, then ECH offers
little privacy benefits. Moreover, when considering the privacy of higher-level application
behavior, such as a web page load which involves opening many TLS connections for sub-
resources on a page, the set of IP addresses observed may leak information about any one
subresource load. Patil and Borisov [PB19] analyze the effect of these “page load fingerprints”
on the privacy of web browsing applications. Protecting against unique page load fingerprints
requires more invasive changes either in the client network configuration, e.g., by sending all
subresource connections over a VPN-like tunnel, or application-layer changes to alter what
subresources are required for an application.

Do Not Stick Out. One important criteria for ESNI and ECH to be effective is that use
of it does not stick out. Indeed, early deployments of ESNI have seen some blocking in
certain regions [CGH19]. In order to ease ECH into deployment, it needs to be specifically
designed so as to not obviously stick out. In other words, without prior information, an
attacker should not be able to examine a TLS connection that uses the ECH extension and
conclude that it indeed negotiated ECH without prior knowledge about the client-facing server
or backend server. The ECH extension alone indicates support for the protocol, but does not
indicate that ECH was actually negotiated without prior knowledge about the client-facing
server configuration. Similarly, the size of the TLS handshake may leak whether ECH was
negotiated. Our analysis does not attempt to model or prove this property, and we leave it
for future work.

Traffic Analysis. More generally, most kinds of traffic analysis are out of scope of our
model. Any attacks that rely on observing patterns of application messages, including their
timing and lengths do not appear in our ProVerif analysis. Stating and proving privacy in
the presence of traffic analysis is a hard but interesting problem, especially since it depends
on network configuration and application behavior as described above.

ECH Implementation and Deployment Guidelines. Despite these limitations, ECH
implementations should still follow some implementation and deployment guidelines to obtain
the maximal privacy guarantees from ECH.

First, our analysis shows that server privacy only holds when the client uses the same set
of protocol parameters (ciphersuites, versions, groups) when connecting to both S1 and S2,
otherwise the choice of algorithms may reveal which server it is talking to. This is already the
case for most web browsers that offer a standard set of ciphersuites to all websites. However,
in PSK resumption handshakes, the client may only offer the ciphersuite associated with the
PSK. In this case, privacy only holds if the client holds PSKs with both S1 and S2 and both
PSKs are associated with the same protocol parameters.

Second, the SNI extension in ClientHello can be of variable size; so the ECH specification
recommends padding this value to a multiple of 32 bytes to avoid leaking information about
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the server. This should be implemented carefully to ensure that S1 and S2 have the same
padded length.

Third, client-facing servers must ensure that all backend servers supports the same set of
cryptographic capabilities. This means that they all support the same set of cryptographic
algorithms, and that the wire image of these algorithms is consistent across all servers in the
anonymity set. For example, recall that the TLS AEAD and key exchange algorithms are
negotiated in plaintext. If two different backend servers supported different algorithms, one
could partition the anonymity set based on these visible differences.

Fourth, the backend servers should pad their Certificate and CertVerify messages to
ensure that any differences in certificate chains or handshake signatures do not leak via the
length of the server’s encrypted response. In general, the length of the server’s encrypted
response must be identical for all servers within the same anonymity set.

7 Related Work and Conclusion

We already discussed related work on TLS 1.3 in Section 3. Privacy aspects of secure chan-
nel, key exchange and related protocols, beyond TLS, have been studied in the literature.
Lipp et al. [LBB19] provided the first mechanized cryptographic proof of the WireGuard
protocol including identity-hiding. Ramacher et al. [RSW21] defined a privacy-preserving au-
thenticated key exchange (PPAKE) protocol and prove that IKEv2 satisfies this definition.
However, despite noting the importance of encrypted SNI in TLS as a step towards making
it a PPAKE, they do not further analyze encrypted SNI designs for TLS 1.3. Zhao [Zha16]
defined an identity-concealed AKE (CAKE), and proposed a new cryptographic construction
called higncryption to build it in the context of TLS 1.3. However, the CAKE definition is
weaker than that of PPAKE since it does not allow one to analyze key indistinguishability
separately from privacy. Dagdelen et al. [DFG+13] analyze OPACITY, though their analysis
is limited in that each participant has one identity per protocol run. In contrast, TLS partic-
ipants often have multiple identities. Fouque et al. [FOR16] analyze client privacy in 3GPP,
defined in terms of user identity confidentiality, service untraceability, and location untrace-
ability. Among these notions, identity confidentiality is only relevant for the TLS handshake
protocol.

More generally, privacy properties has been a major concern for several kinds of cryp-
tographic protocols. However, the tool support for automated verification of privacy-type
properties is far less mature than for authentication and confidentiality properties. Many re-
cent works have improved support for equivalence-based properties in various tools [CKR18,
CDD17, BDS15, BCC22] and these tools have been used to analyse electronic voting proto-
cols [CGT18,CW17], RFID protocols [HBD16], 5G-AKA protocol [BDM20], etc.

For most of these analyses, the protocol under study was relatively small or simplified
for the tools to conclude. To our knowledge, our work is one of the most complex model for
privacy properties ever proved for a large real-world protocol using symbolic analysis. Our
results are at the limits of what ProVerif was able to prove for our model and we believe that
they provide a good benchmark for future improvements to ProVerif.
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